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ABSTRACT 
 
Amanda K. Cooley 
The Atlantic Coast Conference:  A Pre- and Post-Expansion Analysis 
(Under the direction of Barbara Osborne, J.D.) 
 
 
 Conference restructuring is a trend within Division I athletics and the effects of one 
conference restructuring extends across Division I athletics.  Every Bowl Subdivision 
conference except for the Pacific-10 has restructured since 1990.   
 The Atlantic Coast Conference expanded its membership to 12 in 2004-05 adding 
Boston College, the University of Miami and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University.  This study identified motives for the expansion and goals set by the ACC 
leadership.  Financial and performance data was compared pre- and post-expansion to 
determine the effects of expansion on the conference.  This data was utilized to determine 
whether the ACC has met any of the goals identified.   
 Four goals identified through this study were improving the ACC’s brand/identity, 
improving the conference’s value in the marketplace, increasing revenues, and maintaining 
conference culture.  Statistical data supports that all goals are being met but did raise areas of 
concern in competitiveness and net profit.      
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Conference affiliations amongst National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
institutions have been utilized as a means of competition, governance, and financial gains.  
The Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) has earned a reputation as one of the most competitive 
and strongest intercollegiate athletic conference (ACC Football Media Guide, 2006).   
The ACC was conceived in 1953 near Greensboro, North Carolina.  At this time there 
were seven charter members – Clemson University, Duke University, the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), North Carolina State University (N.C. State), Wake Forest 
University, the University of Maryland, and the University of South Carolina.  These seven 
charter members withdrew from the Southern Conference on May 8, 1953 and met on June 
14, 1953 in Raleigh, North Carolina to create and adopt bylaws as well as to name the newly 
formed conference the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC).  At the conclusion of this meeting, 
each member institution was given $200 for conference expenses (ACC Football Media 
Guide, 2006).   
The initial seven soon grew to eight members on December 4, 1953 when the 
University of Virginia joined the ACC.  Since 1953, the only withdrawal from the ACC has 
been the University of South Carolina on June 30, 1971.  At this point, the ACC remained at 
seven members until Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) joined on April 3, 1978 
after resigning from the Southeastern Conference in 1964.  The ACC remained at eight
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members for the next 13 years, until Florida State University joined on July 1, 1991 and at 
nine members for another 13 years until the University of Miami and Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University (Virginia Tech) joined on July 1, 2004.  The following year, 
2005, brought the most recent expansion of the ACC with the addition of Boston College on 
July 1 making the ACC membership an even dozen (ACC Football Media Guide, 2006).   
The 2005-06 academic year was the first official year the ACC was a 12-member 
conference.  Not only did expansion bring new schools but it also brought new opportunity to 
the ACC.  Some of the most noticeable changes included subdividing for scheduling in 
selected sports and the first ACC Football Championship Game held in Jacksonville, Florida.  
Geographically, the ACC spanned almost the entire East Coast expanding the league’s 
exposure.  Television and radio contracts had to be expanded as well to meet the new 
markets (ACC 2005-06 Annual Report, 2005).   
The ACC’s expansion to 12 members has indeed provided growth for the conference 
collectively.  This study will seek to examine the specific goals and motivations for the 
expansion and analyze how the conference has been affected collectively by the expansion.   
 
Statement of Purpose 
 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance and finances of the ACC 
membership before and after the expansion of 2004-05.  Pre- and post-expansion 
performance and finances were studied for the conference collectively but also each 
individual institution when appropriate.     
To conduct this evaluation, statistical parameters as well as motives and goals were 
analyzed.  Motives and goals for expansion will be researched and supported by the 
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comparison of the statistical parameters pre- and post-expansion.  The ACC expanded during 
the 2004-05 school year, so the parameters will be analyzed for the three years prior and 
three years post-expansion.  The parameters to be analyzed include revenues/expenses, 
winning percentage (football and basketball), conference championship earnings from the 
CBS Basketball Fund and Bowl Championship Series, U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup 
rankings, and television appearances. 
 
Research Questions 
1 What were the motives/goals of the ACC leadership in expanding to 12 in 2004-05? 
2 Are there differences between the pre-expansion ACC and the post-expansion ACC in the 
following areas: 
a) Percentage change in revenues of Olympic and Non-Olympic Sports for the 
conference pre- and post-expansion,  
b) Percentage change in expenses of Olympic and Non-Olympic Sports for the 
conference pre- and post-expansion, 
c) Percentage change in revenues for the conference pre- and post-expansion, 
d) Percentage change in individual institutional athletic department revenues for the nine 
pre-expansion members of the ACC pre- and post-expansion, 
e) Percentage change in individual institutional athletic department revenues for the 
three expansion teams (Virginia Tech, Boston College, Miami) pre- and post-
expansion, 
f) Percentage change in expenses for the conference pre- and post-expansion, 
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g) Percentage change in individual institutional athletic department expenses for the nine 
pre-expansion members of the ACC pre- and post-expansion, 
h) Percentage change in individual institutional athletic department expenses for the 
three expansion teams (Virginia Tech, Boston College, Miami) pre- and post-
expansion, 
i) Winning percentages in football and basketball for each pre-expansion ACC member 
institution for each year analyzed, 
j) Winning percentages in football and basketball for each of the three ACC expansion 
institution (Virginia Tech, Boston College, Miami) for each year analyzed, 
k) NCAA CBS Basketball Fund units earned by the conference as a whole for each year 
analyzed, 
l) Percentage of football bowl appearances by the ACC for each year analyzed, 
m) U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup total points for each pre-expansion ACC 
member institution for each year analyzed, 
n) U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup rankings for each ACC expansion institution 
(Virginia Tech, Boston College, Miami) for each year analyzed, and 
o) Television contracts before and after the expansion. 
3.   Have the motives/goals of the ACC leadership for conference expansion been realized? 
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Definition of Terms 
ACC Expansion Institutions – The three institutions that joined the ACC during the 
expansion (Boston College, the University of Miami, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University). 
ACC Leadership – The collective group consisting of John Swofford, Bernadette McGlade, 
Jeff Elliott, Davis Whitfield, and Amy Yakola. 
Athletic Department Revenues and Expenses – Revenues and expenses were evaluated as 
total numbers for the institution’s athletic department as reported in the EADA report.   
Bowl Championship Series (BCS) – The BCS consists of a rating index for six football 
conferences (Pac-10, SEC, Big Ten, Big 12, Big East, and the ACC) that determines a 
national champion.  Each bowl game involves a payout that greatly benefits each conference. 
Brand – According to the Merriam Webster Dictionary (2007), brand refers to a class of 
goods identified by name as the product of a single firm or manufacturer.  Brands enhance 
the marketability of a product and in the case of this study, brand will refer to the perception 
of the conference including each individual institution.   
CBS Basketball Fund – Money distributed each year to teams participating in the NCAA 
Bowl Sub-Division men’s basketball tournament.  Amounts are distributed over a six-year 
rolling period and are based upon wins in the tournament.  Each institution is awarded a unit 
for each game in which they participate except for the championship game.   
EADA Report – The Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act report is submitted by all institutions 
receiving federal funding and is available to the public. 
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Goals and Motives – Goals for this study were defined as what the ACC leadership sought to 
accomplish by expanding to a 12 team conference and motives will be defined as anything 
ACC officials felt ignited this desire to expand.  
Identity – The Merriam Webster Dictionary (2007) defines identity as the distinguishing 
character or personality of an individual.  For the purpose of this study, identity will be 
defined as the character of the conference collectively, which is impacted by the identity of 
each individual institution.  
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) – The NCAA is a voluntary membership 
organization that serves to govern intercollegiate athletics. 
NCAA CBS Basketball Fund Unit – Every game won in the NCAA men’s basketball 
tournament earns a team one unit which is worth a specified amount each year that is paid to 
the conference to which the institution belongs.  Units are worth a specific amount each year 
(e.g., a unit awarded form the 2006-07 tournament was worth approximately $177,000) 
(2006-07 Revenue Distribution Plan, n.d.).  Conferences are not required to divide the money 
equally amongst its institutions but this is a practice of the ACC.   
Non-Olympic Sports – Revenue producing sports: Football and Men’s Basketball 
Olympic Sports – Non-revenue producing sports including:  Baseball, Women’s Basketball, 
Cross Country, Field Hockey, Golf, Lacrosse, Rowing, Soccer, Softball, Swimming/Diving, 
Tennis, Track and Field, Volleyball, and Wrestling. 
Pre-Expansion ACC Institutions – The nine institutions comprising the ACC membership 
prior to expansion (the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Duke University, N.C. 
State University, Wake Forest University, Florida State University, Clemson University, the 
University of Maryland, the University of Virginia, and Georgia Institute of Technology). 
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U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup Ranking – The final yearly ranking of Division I 
institution’s athletics program based on the performance of 10 men and 10 women’s sports.  
The Directors’ Cup began as a joint effort of USA Today and the National Association of 
College Directors of Athletics.  
 
Assumptions 
1. Interviews were conducted with the assumption of honesty in answers received. 
2. Revenues and expenses were assumed to be determined by the same standard for each 
institution.   
3. The EADA report represents figures accurately reported by each institution. 
 
Delimitations 
1. This study is delimited to the institutions that comprise the Atlantic Coast Conference 
three years prior and three years post the 2004-05 expansion to 12 teams (North 
Carolina State University, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Duke 
University, Wake Forest University, the University of Maryland, Georgia Tech, 
Florida State University, Clemson University, the University of Virginia and the 
expansion teams of Boston College, the University of Miami, and Virginia Tech 
University). 
2. Statistical data were gathered from institutional publications, conference publications, 
EADA reports, and personal interviews with ACC leadership.  
3. Sport-specific data were gathered for certain research questions. 
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Limitations 
1. Revenues and expenses were gathered from the public EADA reports.  The manner in 
which institutions report these figures varies depending on accounting style and the 
variance in what an institution includes in its budget.  There is not a standard for 
reporting these figures and the composition of each institution’s budget can be 
drastically different. 
2. Revenues, expenses, and winning percentage figures were analyzed assuming all 
other factors are equal.  Changes in economy, coaches, players, facilities, and any 
other contributing factors were not taken into account.  
3. Interviews were conducted with the trust that honest answers were received.  
 
Significance of the Study 
 With each passing year of athletics it appears that a trend has emerged of conference 
restructuring.  A conference reduces in size or expands depending on the climate of college 
athletics.  When one conference shrinks or expands, it most likely will affect at least one 
other conference.  The ACC’s expansion was not sparked by a loss of members, but instead, 
was a simple expansion from 9 to 12.  Conference restructuring is inevitable and the 
reputation of the ACC creates an ideal situation to study the motives, goals, and results of 
conference expansion.  These findings may help other institutions and conference 
administrators make future decisions about conference expansion. 
 CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
Conference Expansions 
 Expansion was not a new idea created by the ACC in 2003.  NCAA conferences have 
changed, expanded, and reconfigured since the very first Bowl Subdivision (formerly 
Division I-A) conference was formed in 1895 (Volume high, 2003).  From the span of 1990 
to 2003, every Bowl Subdivision conference has changed membership except for the Pacific 
10 Conference (Pac-10) (Rosenburg, 2003).  In May of 1990 the Southeastern Conference 
(SEC) voted to begin expansion discussions and later that year both the University of South 
Carolina and Arkansas University accepted invitations to make the SEC a 12-member league.  
Amidst the expansion of the SEC, the Big Ten Conference (Big Ten) expanded to make 
Pennsylvania State University (Penn State) its 11th member.  This was just the beginning of a 
decade-long series of movements amongst conferences (I-A, 2003).   
The Big East Conference (Big East) announced in 1991 that it would begin 
sponsoring football with eight schools, including current members Boston College, 
University of Pittsburgh and Syracuse University.  Invitations were also extended to the 
University of Miami (Miami), Rutgers University, Temple University (Temple), Virginia 
Tech, and West Virginia University to join the Big East as football members only.  The 
remainder of 1991 included the Western Athletic Conference (WAC) accepting Fresno State 
University as its 10th member, the Mid-American Conference (MAC) extending a 
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membership invitation to the University of Akron, and the ACC invited Florida State 
University to become its ninth member (I-A, 2003).   
 Expansion continued in 1994 with the Big 8 Conference and four Southwest 
Conference schools combining to form the Big 12 Conference.  The WAC followed in 1994 
with the addition of Rice University, Southern Methodist University, and Texas Christian 
University from the Southwest Conference; San Jose State and University of Nevada Las 
Vegas (UNLV) from the Big West Conference; and the University of Tulsa who was 
formerly independent.  Conference USA was formed in 1995 with the University of 
Cincinnati, the University of Louisville, the University of Memphis, the University of 
Southern Mississippi, Tulane University, and the University of Houston.  One year later East 
Carolina University joined Conference USA followed by the United States Military 
Academy (Army) in 1998 (I-A, 2003).    
 With the rapid conference expansions taking place in college athletics, the SEC 
became the first conference to sponsor a football championship between divisions.  After 
becoming a 12-member league, the SEC decided in November of 1990 to divide the league 
into two six-team divisions for football beginning in the 1992 season.  The Big 12 and the 
WAC followed suit in 1996 with inaugural championship football games, and the MAC 
conducted a championship game in 1997 (I-A, 2003).   
 The Mountain West Conference (MWC) was formed in 1999 when eight schools (the 
U.S. Air Force Academy, Brigham Young University, Colorado State University, the 
University of New Mexico, San Diego State University, UNLV, the University of Utah, and 
the University of Wyoming) decided they would leave the WAC and form a new conference.  
In order to survive, the WAC took action in 1991 and extended invitations to the University 
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of Nevada and Boise State University from the Big West Conference and Louisiana Tech 
University who at the time was independent (I-A, 2003).   
 Conference USA invited Texas Christian University (previous WAC member) to join 
in 2001 and the University of South Florida, who was a member in other sports, to become a 
full member, including football, in 2003.  The Metro-Atlantic Athletic Conference (MEAC) 
added football independent University of Central Florida in 2001 to bring its membership to 
14.  The Sun Belt Conference then invited several football independents (University of 
Louisiana-Lafayette, University of Louisiana-Monroe, and Middle Tennessee State 
University) as well as Big West Conference football members Arkansas State University, 
University of Idaho, New Mexico State University, and University of North Texas to 
combine to form a new league beginning in 2001.  Later, in 2002, the Sun Belt Conference 
invited Utah State University to join for football, which would bring their membership to 
eight (I-A, 2003). 
 The most recent domino effect of conference shifting began in 1990 with the SEC and 
continues even today.  Conference change has been present since the conception of collegiate 
conferences.  Conferences continually adjust and shift in order to sustain themselves in the 
changing world of athletics.  If a conference sits idle and does not make adjustments, then it 
is bound to dissolve. 
 
Motivation for Expansion 
 Expanding a conference can have an effect in several areas including revenues, 
identity, and competitive balance.  The design and membership of the league can either 
improve a league’s status or cause a league to decline. It is important not only for a 
12 
conference to closely examine which institutions will constitute its membership but also vital 
that each institution examine in which conference it will benefit the most.    
Trail (2000) and Chelladurai (2000) identified 10 different goals of intercollegiate 
athletics.  Four of those goals (University visibility and prestige, financial security, winning, 
and entertainment) will be analyzed in this study as components of expansion effects.  
University visibility/prestige will be translated in this study to the brand and identity of 
conferences.  Financial security will be analyzed through revenues and expenses, winning 
will be evaluated through winning percentages, and entertainment will translate to the value 
of the ACC in the marketplace, competitiveness as well as television contracts.  Since 
conference membership is designed to enhance athletics, then the goals of intercollegiate 
athletics may also be the goals of conference affiliation. 
 A study by John Erck (2004) examined measurable parameters of institutions that had 
gone through a change in conference affiliation since 1990.  The parameters Erck examined 
were ones he considered to reflect athletic, economic, and academic success.  Overall, Erck 
found that the eight schools that had an affiliation change won fewer games in football and 
men’s basketball after the affiliation change.  This decrease in athletic success is contributed 
to the goals of the institutions in changing conferences.  Instead of switching conference 
affiliation solely for athletic success, the institutions Erck studied switched to increase their 
visibility.     
In the economic realm, Erck found that attendance at institutions both increased and 
decreased depending on competition and facilities.  Even though a team may suffer losses 
due to the addition of better opponents, Erck states, “When better opponents come in, they 
tend to draw bigger crowds.  Fans want to see their teams win, but they also want to see the 
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best opponents” (Erck, 2004, 45).  Changing conference affiliation for the institutions studied 
appears to be an overall success.  Even if it was a success for the institutions, it will be vital 
to examine if it was a success for the conference collectively. 
 
Competitive Balance 
It has been suggested that conference design and affiliation is truly a business 
structure.  The design of sports leagues and conferences is reexamined by Kahn (2003).  
Kahn suggests that leagues/conferences are an interesting industry because the competition 
amongst businesses/teams in the industry/league is the product sold.  The organization and 
design of such industries/leagues can enhance the quality of entertainment which can 
enhance consumer welfare.  A well-balanced league may be more beneficial than one that is 
imbalanced because in this case the industry’s product declines.  The division of the NCAA 
into I-A, I-AA, and I-AAA (now Bowl Subdivision, Championship Subdivision and Division 
I Non-Football respectively) may possibly have increased quality in the top I-A division.  
Kahn suggests that even though schools were eliminated when the NCAA was divided, the 
gains by fans in I-A outweigh the losses to fans of teams not allowed into the I-A division.  
The division of teams amongst I-A, I-AA, and I-AAA is similar to the various conference 
realignments that occur (Kahn, 2003).   
Rhoads (2004) makes a very important point in his study when he suggests that 
conferences should improve competitive balance in college football because schools in the 
major conference can generate large revenues from television contracts.  He is suggesting 
that if competition improves, the rewards an institution receives will also improve.  The 
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realignment of a conference will affect the competitive balance of several other conferences 
in the NCAA.  The effects can be felt across the NCAA in that particular division.   
 The Western Athletic Conference (WAC) and Mountain West Conference (MWC) 
were studied by Rhoads (2004) because since the WAC’s inception in 1962, it has undergone 
six realignments with one resulting in a new conference – the MWC.  Rhoads studied 
football and basketball regular season conference standings for each year of the conference in 
order to derive competitive balance data.  After statistically analyzing the data, Rhodes 
suggests that when only considering football and basketball, the conference alignments in the 
history of the WAC/MWC have a significant effect on the competitive balance for these two 
sports.  The study goes on to note that there is no significant relationship between the 
drawing potential of basketball and the competitive balance in football.  There is a one-way 
relationship from football to basketball.  Rhoads states that “a marginal improvement in 
competitive balance in football has about half the impact of a marginal improvement in 
basketball due to the one-way impact across sports” (Rhoads, 2004, 16).  The statistical 
analysis also suggests that conference realignments do not affect the competitive balance of 
football and that the realignments that have occurred in the WAC/MWC since its creation 
have been promoted by football.  The study of the WAC/MWC gives great reasoning behind 
realignments in conferences and demonstrates possible impacts of such realignments 
(Rhoads, 2004).   
 The uncertainty of outcome hypothesis (UOH) states that monopolized on-field 
success can negatively affect the well being of a league as well as the institution 
monopolizing.  UOH suggests that demand for an event that does not include the element of 
competition will drop.  Institutions encounter two situations:  they are either asked to leave a 
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conference due to the inability to benefit the conference or they may leave on their on will to 
join a conference with schools of similar strength.  To support the UOH, it is highlighted that 
there is a positive relationship between competitive balance and aggregate attendance 
(Depken, 2005).   
Depken (2005) tested the UOH in Division I-A college football by analyzing 19 
football conference season attendance totals for the years 1978 through 2004.  After 
statistical analysis one conclusion made was that those in the Big Six conferences usually 
have half a million more in attendance than do the smaller conferences which supports the 
fact that the teams with the largest stadiums and the greatest popularity are amongst the Big 
Six.  The study suggests that conference realignment can be beneficial to both a conference 
that expands and a conference that contracts due to the effect of competitive balance on 
attendance.  When aligning a conference it has been shown that competitive balance can 
impact attendance in either a positive or negative manner.  Finding that competitive balance 
is a major key to possibly increasing game attendance, which is a major factor for both a 
conference and an institution to take into account when considering realignment (Depken, 
2005).   
 
Revenues 
 The desire to increase revenue is often linked to other motivators for many 
institutions.  Revenue is increased in many forms through conference expansion.  When the 
SEC added the University of South Carolina and the University of Arkansas, they predicted 
their television revenue to increase because two new teams with two new markets were now 
in their realm.  Coming from the Southwest Conference (SWC) where it dominated in 
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basketball with very few close games, the University of Arkansas hoped to increase ticket 
revenue.  During the SWC tournament, the University of Arkansas’ ticket allotment was 
11,000 but demand was not great.  For the first SEC tournament in which they participated, 
the University of Arkansas was allotted 2,100 tickets but the fan demand was so great that 
fans managed to obtain 6,000 additional tickets for the tournament.  Waddell (1992) also 
reported that road attendance for the University of Arkansas increased from 8,827 in 1991 to 
12,881 in the SEC in 1992.  The University of South Carolina sought to add prestige by 
joining the SEC and the hope of improving financial contributions due to the new affiliation 
(Waddell, 1992). 
 Television and ticket revenue are only two components of revenues that are increased 
by the ability to conduct championships and tournaments.  Conference expansion to 12 
members is significant because NCAA rules [Bylaw 17.11.5.2-(c)] allow a Division I 
football conference with 12 or more members to split into divisions and hold a championship 
game that does not count towards the regular-season limit (Brown, 2003).  The SEC’s 
decision to expand to 12 was significant in that no other conference existed (Expansion, 
1990).  In 2004, the SEC’s football title game generated $12.5 million dollars in revenue 
after expenses, which was divided amongst its members (Wolverton, 2005).    
  SEC Executive Associate Commissioner, Mark Womack, in 2003 said “The 12-
member rule wasn’t the sole reason for expansion, but it certainly was a factor.  We started 
looking at all the pros and cons of expanding from the current 10 members we had, including 
scheduling, travel distances, additional revenue sources, expanding the ‘footprint’ of the 
league – all of those were factors” (Brown, 2003, ¶ 12). 
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 Adding a football championship game as well as three new television markets could 
prove very profitable for the ACC and was a major influence in their decision to expand.  
Before expanding, the ACC predicted a championship football game would contribute $7 
million dollars to the conference as well as an increased television contract for football.  In 
2003, the ACC’s deals with ABC and ESPN were worth $25 million per year and were due 
to expire in 2005, which was also the year for the first expansion was to occur (the addition 
of the University of Miami and Virginia Tech came a year before Boston College joined the 
ACC).  Prior to expansion, it was hoped that the ABC/ESPN contract could be doubled 
(Starkey, 2003).   
 Not only is a conference championship a money-maker but by expanding, if a 
conference can gain even one more appearance in the Bowl Championship Series (BCS), 
then as of 2003, a conference could gain an additional $5 million dollars.  BCS revenue 
possibility was a motivation for the ACC to expand in 2003 as was the renewal of the BCS 
television contracts in 2006.  By gaining more BCS games, the ACC’s share of the TV 
contract was thought to rise by several million (Hyman, 2003).   
 
Identity 
 Identity and reputation also influences conference membership and expansion.  The 
University of Texas at Austin left the Southwest Conference and joined the Big 12 
Conference in 1996 and the University of Texas President Larry R. Faulkner says, “I think 
any school gets a certain amount of identity from its conference affiliation because a large 
fraction of the public’s news about an institution comes from sports reporting.  That means 
there is an identity by association” (Suggs, 2003, ¶ 4).   
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 Isomorphism is a theory that involves segments of a population to liken each other 
due to similar environmental circumstances (Ashley & Cunningham, 2001).  The study 
conducted by Ashley and Cunningham sought to examine this theory in athletic departments.  
The results from this analysis can also be applied to conferences due to similar situations.  
One key finding is that the items that traditionally influenced the structure and process of an 
athletic department such as alumni/NCAA pressure, professionalism among key managers, 
and competition for available resources are no longer key factors; instead, the choices that 
prominent figures in the athletic department make now play a bigger role.  The results of the 
study also suggest that athletic directors make choices that guide their athletic department in 
a similar way as other athletic departments which will lead to what Cunningham (2001) and 
Ashley (2001) term “organizational inertia.”   
 The effects of isomorphism amongst athletic departments can be said to be an 
influencing factor in conference decisions.  As Covell (2002) demonstrated, schools in the 
New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) were very similar in terms of 
how their athletic department operated and what each institution believed was the purpose of 
the conference.  For this reason a conference may tend to promote isomorphism in order to 
create a group of institutions with similar goals which will allow the conference to reach its 
goals and mission.  Isomorphism will be an important theory to take into account when 
analyzing conference choices and realignment (Ashley & Cunningham, 2001).  
 Athletics is now seen as a marketing tool for an institution to its fans, alumni, donors, 
and potential students.  William Bradshaw, athletics director at Temple University says it 
perfectly, “Your conference affiliation can be closely related to your brand image.  So 
conference affiliation can be very important in areas like fund raising, enrollment 
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management, marketing and promotion, corporate sponsorships, and a myriad of other areas 
that are so essential to the lifeblood of the university (Suggs, 2003, ¶ 9).”  This evidence of 
visibility attracting money through championships and television contracts has enhanced the 
desire for affiliation with a strong conference.  The more visible an institution is in the media, 
the more they believe they will benefit from increasing television contracts, championship 
payouts, and donor support.   
 
The Connection 
 It is suggested by Won (2004) that the results of conference expansion are intertwined 
for each institution.  His study determined that intangible resources (athletic reputation) 
heightened the production of tangible resources (human resource, financial resources), which 
increased the likelihood of reaching athletic performance goals (Directors’ Cup scores) and 
athletic development goals (graduation rates and gender equity) (Won, 2004).   
Smart (2004) and Wolfe (2004) also highlight the connection between intangible and 
tangible resources, which when increased can improve competitive advantage.  Not only do 
intangible and tangible resources improve competitive advantage, but Karlgaard (2005) also 
demonstrated that quality institutions (determined from institutional national ranking and 
percentage of freshmen admits in the top 10% of their high school graduating class) created 
improved competitive success (Directors’ Cup Rankings).  
The connection between performance and financial status of institutional athletic 
departments is another important factor to consider.  That connection also translates to the 
performance and financial status of a conference.  If one affects the other, then it is important 
to study how conference expansion affects both. 
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Atlantic Coast Conference Expansion 
 Conference expansion for the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) was neither a smooth 
process nor a quick decision.  ACC presidents considered expansion due to the changing 
conference memberships that occurred in the 1990s (“Office”, 2003).  According to Wake 
Forest University President Thomas K. Hearn, Jr. the ACC developed a Committee on 
Strategic Planning with representation from all ACC member institutions which studied 
expansion for two years.  Expansion as well as not changing the ACC membership was both 
options the committee explored.  Possible members were studied and a profile of their 
academic data, athletic compliance records, graduation rates, Title IX issues, and athletic 
competitiveness was compiled.  Each profile was studied and compared to the requirements 
of the ACC as well as the present culture of the conference.  The committee eventually 
recommended the conference expand and identified three possible candidates: Boston 
College, the University of Miami, and Syracuse University.  In June of 2003 the plan for 
expansion was to begin formal discussions with the University of Miami, Boston College, 
and Syracuse University.  These institutions would join in 2005 and allow the ACC to create 
divisions.    The conference voted to expand one month earlier on May 13 and on May 17 the 
conference institutions voted to begin formal discussions with these schools (Evans Moyer, 
2003). Site visits and presidential conferrals were then conducted (“Office”, 2003). 
 Member institutions of the ACC did not automatically support the expansion and the 
University of Virginia felt pressure from its state legislature and Governor Mark Warner to 
push for Virginia Tech to be included in the expansion.  According to the ACC Constitution 
and Bylaws, the conference needed seven current member institutions to vote for the 
expansion.  Several, including UNC and Duke University, were already opposed to the 
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expansion according to Hayes.  If Virginia Tech was not invited and the University of 
Virginia did not support the expansion, then the ACC would not have enough votes for 
expansion.  The ACC had little choice because according to Hayes (2003), if the ACC had 
not expanded, then Florida State University would have begun considering other conference 
affiliations (Hayes, 2003).  CEO Dean Bonham of The Bonham Group, a Denver-based 
consulting company that assisted the ACC in the expansion decision process said, “The ACC 
had an opportunity to do one of two things – take a step forward or take a step backwards.  It 
could have lost revenue, fans, and sponsors (Roush, 2004, ¶ 12). 
  According to various media sources, revenues and identity are two major results of 
the ACC’s expansion to 12 members.  The mark or footprint of the ACC now stretches from 
Boston to Miami which widens the media markets of the conference.  By widening the 
market, the exposure of the ACC stretches further.  The increased exposure of the ACC leads 
to more markets as well as more alumni and fans who can contribute money to ACC 
institutions. 
 With new members, the ACC has been able to negotiate a new television contract 
with ABC and ESPN worth $260 million over seven years or $37 million a year (Roush, 
2003).  The new deals will double the number of ACC football games ESPN televises each 
season (Wolverton, 2005).  Even with the television money being split amongst more 
schools, members will still receive around $800 thousand more a year.  A new regional 
television deal has been negotiated with Raycom/Jefferson-Pilot Sports.  Revenue will also 
be generated from the ACC’s basketball contract that was estimated to be around $35 million 
per year, which is $6 million more than the previous contract.  A national radio contract has 
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also been signed with Los Angeles-based Westwood One to broadcast 14 ACC contests in 
2004 and 13 in 2005 (Roush, 2003).   
 
CHAPTER III 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
Data Collection 
 Quantitative data for revenues, expenses, winning percentages, NCAA Basketball 
Fund units, bowl appearance, U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup Rankings, and television 
contracts were collected through EADA reports, media guides, institutional internet sites, and 
personal interviews.  Current EADA reports were retrieved from The Office of 
Postsecondary Education’s (OPE) website while past reports were collected from the 
archives located on the OPE’s website. Data concerning the ACC leadership’s motive and 
goals was retrieved through personal interviews.   
 
Subjects 
The ACC expansion was evaluated in this study.  Greensboro, North Carolina is the 
home of the conference office and an on-site visit was conducted in December 2007, 
including interviews with John Swofford (Conference Commissioner), Bernadette McGlade 
(Associate Commissioner-Women’s Basketball), Davis Whitfield (Assistant Commissioner-
Championships), Jeff Elliott (Associate Commissioner-Finance Administration), and Amy 
Yakola (Assistant Commissioner-Public Relations and Marketing). Each individual 
interviewed plays a major role in the conference office administration and played a major 
role in the expansion decision.  All five subjects provided first-hand accounts
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of the conference prior to expansion, the decision to expand, and condition of the conference 
since expansion.   
 Quantitative measures will examine data from each of the member institutions of the 
ACC including those added during the expansion.  UNC, Duke, N.C. State, Wake Forest, 
Clemson, Georgia Tech, Florida State, University of Virginia, and University of Maryland 
comprise the member institutions of the ACC prior to the expansion, and Boston College, 
University of Miami, and Virginia Tech comprise the institutions added during the 
expansion. 
 
Instrumentation 
 The EADA report was utilized for 2006-07 financial information while past 
information were gathered from EADA reports archived on The Office for Postsecondary 
Education’s website for the following criteria: 
• Percentage change in revenues of Olympic and Non-Olympic sports for the 
conference pre- and post-expansion,  
• Percentage change in expenses of Olympic and Non-Olympic sports for the 
conference pre- and post-expansion, 
• Percentage change in revenues for the conference pre- and post-expansion, 
• Percentage change in individual institutional athletic department revenues for the nine 
pre-expansion members of the ACC pre- and post-expansion, 
• Percentage change in individual institutional athletic department revenues for the 
three expansion teams (Virginia Tech, Boston College, Miami) pre- and post-
expansion, 
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• Percentage change in expenses for the conference pre- and post-expansion, 
• Percentage change in individual institutional athletic department expenses for the nine 
pre-expansion members of the ACC pre- and post-expansion, 
• Percentage change in individual institutional athletic department expenses for the 
three expansion teams (Virginia Tech, Boston College, Miami) pre- and post-
expansion, 
Institutional data was retrieved from media guides as well as institutional athletic 
department, conference and NCAA internet sites for these criteria: 
• Winning percentages in football and men’s basketball for each pre-expansion ACC 
member institution for each year analyzed, 
•  Winning percentages in football and men’s basketball for each of the three ACC 
expansion institutions (Virginia Tech, Boston College, Miami) for each year 
analyzed, 
•  NCAA Men’s CBS Basketball Fund units earned by the conference collectively for 
each year analyzed, 
•  Percentage of football bowl appearances by the ACC conference as a whole for each 
year analyzed, 
•  U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup rankings for each pre-expansion ACC member 
institution for each year analyzed, and 
•  U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup rankings for each ACC expansion member 
institution (Virginia Tech, Boston College, Miami) for each year analyzed. 
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 To determine motives and goals for expansion, this study completed two on-site visits 
to the ACC office in Greensboro, North Carolina.  Personal interviews with John Swofford 
(Commissioner), Bernadette McGlade (Associate Commissioner-Women’s Basketball), 
Davis Whitfield (Assistant Commissioner-Championships), Jeff Elliott (Associate 
Commissioner-Finance and Administration), and Amy Yakola (Assistant Commissioner-
Public Relations and Marketing) took place in December 2007 to delve further into the 
expansion process.  Questions for the interviews were derived prior to the interview and all 
five interviews were conducted in-person.  A set of questions were uniform for all five 
subjects as well as specific questions associated with each person’s role in the expansion.   
The Institutional Review Board of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill approved 
the interviews and questions prior to the interviews.   
 
Procedures 
 After financial data was gathered, descriptive statistics were used to compare the 
difference between the pre-expansion and post-expansion ACC.  With the data collected 
from the population of the ACC, percent changes were calculated to determine differences in 
pre-and post-expansion values.   The results of the comparisons were then used to determine 
results of the expansion and whether these results or effects met any of the expansion goals 
of the ACC leadership as identified in the interviews. 
 In order to obtain permission and schedule the interviews, each individual was 
contacted via electronic mail or telephone.  A digital recording device was used during the 
actual interviews and later transcribed for accuracy in the content.   
  
 
 
 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
 
 The two major areas of study were the motives and goals of the ACC as well as 
statistical data pre- and post-expansion.  Results will be articulated beginning with what 
motivated the ACC membership to expand as well as the goals they formulated for the 
expansion.  Statistical data will then be reported and full data sets are located in the 
Appendices.  After reporting statistical data, the opinion of the ACC’s leadership on whether 
or not they have met any of these goals will be presented with statistical support when 
possible.   
 
Motives for Expansion 
 During interviews with the ACC leadership, each administrator was asked to identify 
motives for the expansion as well as any goals they could articulate that were set by the 
conference.  Three major motives were identified:  1) the desire to maintain position in the 
changing environment of athletics while at the same time being proactive, 2) the influence of 
the ACC in the realm of collegiate athletics, and 3) competitive advantage.   
 Support was received from the ACC Commissioner, John Swofford, who expressed 
the desire to keep the ACC up to speed in college athletics:  
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I very much encouraged our schools that that determination needed to be a proactive 
one.  And the other factor that was involved, quite frankly, there was a lot of 
conversations about expansion at other places at that point in time and of the 
concerns that we had if we didn’t take this proactive analysis was that we may not 
have opportunities to bring in schools we would want when we did want to expand if 
we did not go ahead and move with some time sensitivity. (John Swofford, personal 
communication, December 10, 2007)    
 
 McGlade, Swofford, Elliott, Whitfield, and Yakola all enforced the point that the 
ACC membership did not want to be caught in a situation where they were forced to make 
changes (personal communication, December 10 and 11, 2007).  Swofford indicated that the 
process began as an evaluation to determine if expansion was even necessary and that “we 
[the ACC membership] needed to be proactive in our determination as to whether we would 
or we wouldn’t [expand]” (personal communication, December 10, 2007).   
 Collegiate athletics is an ever-changing landscape and Swofford emphasized the point 
that “the important thing was that we [the ACC membership] be proactive in making that 
determination and evaluating where we were and what we thought that would mean in the 
future landscape of major college athletics.”   Change is not always easy but as Amy Yakola 
stated “...change is inevitable.   The question is, ‘Are you going to be proactive in your 
change or are you going to be reactive?’” (personal communication, December 10, 2007). 
 Influence of the ACC was important not only in the realm of athletic competition but 
also within NCAA governance.  Bernadette McGlade emphasized the geography of the 
conference:  
The expansion was really a great decision because we were in great shape but we 
were one of the smaller major conferences and obviously our footprint was limited to 
the Tallahassee up to College Park, Maryland area.  So sometimes it takes a lot of 
strength to make a change when you are healthy in order to be a little bit proactive to 
really make sure you have a great strong foundation and a footprint.  (personal 
communication, December 10, 2007) 
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 Swofford emphasized the presence of the ACC within the NCAA and its influence in 
the decision to expand:  
In the area of influence from the NCAA it became more and more obvious to us that 
some of the larger conferences, the ones in the Big 12 that had 12 schools, that their 
influence within the NCAA structure was a little bit more significant than ours was 
and as time passed, there was a possibility.  I’m not going to say a probability but a 
possibility that our influence would continue to dwindle in comparison to those in the 
NCAA as far as legislative impact is concerned in Division I athletics.  (personal 
communication, December 10, 2007) 
 
 The influence of the ACC overall would contribute to the financial well-being of the 
conference as well.  Jeff Elliott articulated this connection: “We felt like in our strategic 
planning that this was something that we really needed to do in order to stay at the highest 
level of both influence and financial matters...”  The financial influence of the ACC would be 
enhanced by the possibility of an ACC championship football game.  Obtaining 12 members 
to establish a football championship was not the sole reason of the expansion but an added 
bonus.  Bernadette McGlade stated its importance well:  
I don’t believe the leadership [ACC membership] in this conference would have done 
it at any cost… just to get the football championship.  But, understanding that it made 
good sense and it’s a wonderful opportunity to be able to host a football 
championship and have that be a part of the conference makeup… certainly was very 
much a positive on the plus side of the ledger.  (personal communication, December 
10, 2007) 
 
  McGlade, Swofford, Elliott, Davis, and Yakola all agreed and expressed that the expansion 
of the league in membership as well as exposure would create several new avenues to bring 
in revenue to the conference (personal communication, December 10 and 11, 2007).   
 The competitive level of the ACC in all sports was also a factor in determining 
whether to expand.  Increasing the competitive level of the conference would create positive 
results in both the areas of finances and identity.  Davis Whitfield shared that connection: 
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“To me, it was two-fold.  It was football, raising it to the level of our basketball, and it was 
television from the standpoint of obtaining access to the northeast market” (personal 
communication, December 10, 2007).  Increasing the level of football which would increase 
the marketability of the football championship would “raise the perceived level of football in 
the conference over time,” according to John Swofford (personal communication, December 
10, 2007).   
 The ACC has always been known as a “basketball conference” but one hope with the 
expansion was to bring football to that level.  According to Whitfield, one goal of the 
expansion was to bring parity to football and bring it to “the level of basketball.”  Swofford 
also agreed with the idea of enhancing football in the ACC.  This was one reason the football 
championship game was created in hopes that an intangible result would be to raise the 
perception of football in the conference (personal communication, December 10, 2007).   
 
Goals for Expansion 
 The overall goal of the Atlantic Coast Conference expansion according to John 
Swofford was: 
To maintain our place as was one of the strongest major conferences in the 
country....That means leadership at the NCAA level, influence on legislation and 
other matters that have significance in intercollegiate levels nationally...means 
maintaining our place as a strong balance of academics and athletics which is what 
the league has really stood for more than anything else over the years...along with the 
general integrity of how the programs are operated within the league.  (personal 
communication, December 10, 2007)   
 
Under this general goal of maintaining position in athletics, four goals emerged that the ACC 
leadership had in mind when the ACC membership decided to expand:  1) improving the 
branding and identity of the conference, 2) increasing the value of the conference in the 
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marketplace, 3) at least maintaining with the desire to increase revenues, 4) and maintaining 
the culture amongst the member institutions.   
 The branding of the conference was evident from Amy Yakola who commented, “I 
think branding...I mean the Atlantic Coast is...it’s our name and it’s been our name since 
1953 so certainly the Atlantic coast just doesn’t go up to Maryland and down to Tallahassee” 
(personal communication, December 10, 2007).  Swofford, Yakola, Whitfield, Davis and 
Elliott (personal communication, December 10 and 11, 2007) also agreed that one area in 
which the league was not suffering was academics but with the expansion they did not want 
academics to falter in any manner.  When evaluating prospective expansion members, the 
ACC membership evaluated areas such as academic accreditation, commitment to a broad-
based sports program, commitment to non-discriminatory policies, commitment to Title IX, 
history of NCAA infractions, the philosophical educational mission, and institution 
leadership.   
 While improving the branding of the conference, the value of the conference in the 
marketplace would also hopefully increase.  Value in the marketplace in this study is 
considered the value of the conference to the media outlets, degree of national exposure, and 
perceived competitiveness nationally.  Swofford, Yakola, Davis, Whitfield, and Elliott 
(personal communication, December 10, 2007) all noted that one attraction to Boston and 
Miami was the access to two major television markets.  Virginia Tech was not attractive for a 
large television market but Whitfield noted that one attraction to the institution was the high 
profile football program, which would only enhance the competitive nature of the league 
which would benefit the visibility of the league.   
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 Financially, the ACC membership’s desire for the expansion was to at least maintain 
revenue pay-outs per institution but hopefully increase them as well.  By increasing 
individual pay-outs, each individual institution would hope to increase athletic department 
revenues.  Financial components definitely came into consideration when the ACC 
membership made the decisions regarding how many and which institutions to add to the 
conference.  Jeff Elliott reinforced this point when asked if it was important to bring the 
membership to 12: 
Only because one of the key criteria in maintaining and exceeding our financial 
projection would be that the NCAA requires that you have 12 teams in order to be 
able to subdivide and have a football championship and that is a very sizable amount 
of increase for us that made a lot of stuff work.  So we did some projections at 10 and 
we did projections at 11 but 12 was the only thing that really made sense for us 
financially.  (personal communication, December 11, 2007)   
 
Elliott as well as McGlade, Swofford, Yakola and Whitfield (personal communication, 
December 10 and 11, 2007) articulated that in the area of finances the league wanted to move 
forward and not regress.   Financial studies and financial projections were conducted but as 
Elliott states: “We felt like in our strategic planning that this was something that we really 
needed to do in order to stay at the highest level of both influence and financial matters” 
(personal communication, December 11, 2007).  In order for expansion to be successful the 
ACC membership took careful consideration into financial matters.  Yakola (personal 
communication, December 10, 2007) stated it well: “We all know in the world we live in, 
you’ve got to be able to support however many sports you are going to sponsor and all those 
student-athletes, coaches, administrators, etc.”  
 The final goal articulated in the interviews was to maintain the culture of the league.  
According to John Swofford  
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We wanted to make certain that we maintained the culture of the league and by that I 
mean the relationships.  One of the things that I think has differentiated the ACC from 
the other conferences over the years is a very strong sense of cooperation within the 
league and the ability to compete at the highest level athletically but to have the kind 
of trust and cooperation administratively within the conference with the AD’s, the 
presidents, the faculty representatives, to some degree the coaches...that that group of 
people could sit in a conference room and make decisions that are best for the 
league...and one of the things we wanted to make certain that we didn’t lose with 
expansion was that kind of culture and that type of operating capability.  (personal 
communication, December 10, 2007)  
 
Yakola emphasized that culture in the sense of the way institutions do things within their 
organization was a criteria in selecting expansion members.  Culture and the way the 
conference worked together was a key goal that McGlade, Elliott and Whitfield also 
mentioned (personal communication, December 10 and 11, 2007).   
 
Statistical Results 
 After interviews were conducted, statistical data was gathered from EADA reports as 
well as institutional and NCAA internet sites.  The data was gathered in order to determine if 
there are significant differences between the pre-expansion ACC (2001-2004) and the post-
expansion ACC (2004-2007) in the following areas:  Olympic sport revenues, Non-Olympic 
sport revenues, Olympic sport expenses, Non-Olympic sport expenses, revenues, expenses, 
football winning percentages, men’s basketball winning percentages, NCAA Men’s 
Basketball Fund units, football bowl appearances, U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup 
points, and television contracts.   
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Revenues of Olympic and Non-Olympic Sports for the ACC 
 Olympic sport revenues for the entire Atlantic Coast Conference increased 178.8 % 
from the three years prior to the expansion of 2004 to the three years post-expansion.  Figure 
1 represents this increase graphically.  The total conference Olympic sport revenues prior to 
expansion were $40,178,724 and post expansion the total Olympic sport revenues for the 
conference were $112,027,702.   
 Non-Olympic sport revenues for the ACC jumped from a pre-expansion total of 
$563,794,983 to a post-expansion total of $911,523,125 (see Figure 2) for a percent change 
of 61.7%.  Both Olympic and Non-Olympic sport revenues increased after the ACC 
expansion but the Olympic sport revenues almost tripled, a notable increase in a relatively 
short period of time.     
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Figure 1.  Olympic sport total revenues for the ACC pre‐ and post‐expansion. 
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Figure 2.  Non‐Olympic sport total revenues for the ACC pre‐ and post‐expansion. 
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Expenses of Olympic and Non-Olympic Sports for the ACC 
 Total Olympic sport expenses for the ACC pre-expansion were $212,505,937 while 
post-expansion expenses were $334,713,940 for a 57.7% increase.  Non-Olympic expenses 
increased 128.8% post-expansion with an increase in expenses from approximately 
$272,000,000 to approximately $624,000,000.  Figure 3 represents the increase in Olympic 
sport expenses while Figure 4 represents the increase in Non-Olympic sport expenses.  
 To further analyze the effect of these increases, net profit/loss was calculated.  
Olympic sports reported a net loss of $172,327,213 pre-expansion and $222,686,328 post-
expansion.  Non-Olympic sports had a net gain of $291,794,983 pre-expansion and 
$287,523,125 post-expansion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  Olympic sport total expenses for the ACC pre‐ and post‐expansion. 
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Figure 4.  Non‐Olympic sport total expenses for the ACC pre‐ and post‐expansion. 
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Total Revenues for the ACC 
 The ACC’s total revenues increased 87.3% post-expansion.  Pre-expansion total 
revenues were $898,362,213 and post-expansion total revenues were $1,682,314,531 for the 
ACC collectively which can be seen in Figure 5.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  Revenues for the ACC pre‐ and post‐expansion. 
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Individual Institutional Athletic Department Total Revenues 
 Figure 6 demonstrates that the percent change in athletic department total revenues 
for the nine pre-expansion ACC member institutions was positive after the expansion of the 
conference in 2004.  The range of increase spans from a percent change of 17.3% for Florida 
State University to 92% for the University of Virginia with a mean increase for the ACC pre-
expansion institutions of 43.5%.   
 The three institutions that joined the ACC during the expansion have a percent 
change that ranges from 34.9% to 77.8% (see Figure 7).  The average percent change for 
these three institutions is 52.2%.   
 
 
  
 
Figure 6.  Percent change from pre‐ to post‐expansion in total revenues for athletic departments. 
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Figure 7.  Percent change from pre‐ to post‐expansion in total revenues for athletic departments at 
institutions joining the ACC during the expansion. 
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Total Expenses for the ACC  
 Total expenses for the ACC pre-expansion were $817,444,308.  Although only three 
schools were added to the conference, Figure 8 reveals that expenses almost doubled, for a 
98.8% change post-expansion for a total of $1,625,164,712 for the ACC collectively. 
 Since expenses increased, which is not necessarily a desired outcome for a business, 
data was further analyzed to determine net gain or net loss.  Both pre- and post-expansion, 
the ACC recorded a net gain of $80,917,905 and $57,149,819 respectively.  Even though 
both revenues and expenses increased, the conference collectively was able maintain a net 
gain. 
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Figure 8. Total Revenues for the ACC pre‐ and post‐expansion. 
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Individual Institutional Athletic Department Total Expenses 
 The percent change post-expansion for total expenses for the individual athletic 
departments who comprised the ACC prior to the expansion ranges from 21.5% for Georgia 
Tech to a high of 162.1% for Duke.  The mean percent change for the ACC for individual 
athletic department total expenses is 57.7%.  Figure 9 indicates that all schools encountered 
an increase.   
 The University of Miami, Boston College and Virginia Tech joined the ACC during 
the expansion of 2004 and encountered a percent change in total expenses of 38.5%, 32.9%, 
and 69.9 % respectively.  These three expansion teams had an average of a 47.1% change in 
athletic department expenses with Virginia Tech encountering the largest increase according 
to Figure 10.  
 To further explain the financial state of the conference, the profit/loss margin was 
calculated for each institution pre- and post-expansion.  The total financial profit margin 
prior to the expansion was positive for eight of the nine pre-expansion institutions.  Georgia 
Institute of Technology was the only institution to report a loss prior to expansion 
($1,471,244).  Two of the three expansion institutions, Boston College and Miami, reported a 
loss pre-expansion ($2,013,778 and $1,384,551 respectively).  All 12 institutions reported a 
profit post-expansion ranging from the University of Maryland reporting a profit of $26 to 
Virginia Tech with a profit of $21,150,068. 
 Ten of the 12 institutions reported a loss in Olympic sport financials pre-expansion 
and all twelve reported a loss post-expansion.  On the contrary, all 12 institutions recorded a 
profit pre-expansion ranging from $12,137,967 at Miami to $50,041,910 at Clemson.  Post-
expansion only one institution, the University of Virginia, reported a loss ($16,211,301).    
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Figure 9. Percent change from pre‐ to post‐expansion in total expenses for athletic departments.
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Figure 10.  Percent change from pre‐ to post‐expansion in total expenses for athletic departments at 
institutions joining the ACC during the expansion. 
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Winning Percentages in Football  
 The mean football winning percentage percent change for the pre-expansion members 
of the ACC after the expansion of 2004 is negative 9.5%.  Four of the nine pre-expansion 
members had a negative percent change in winning percentages for all games.  Figure 11 
indicates Duke recorded the largest negative percent change at negative 48.5% while Georgia 
Tech recorded the largest positive percent change of 12 percent.  Breaking football winning 
percentage down further to determine the winning percentage for the ACC in its non-
conference schedule, it is determined that the winning percentage of the ACC collectively in 
football for non-conference games decreased 7.2% after the expansion of 2004.  Figure 13 
indicates that the non-conference football winning percentage for the ACC pre-expansion 
was 64% and post-expansion was 59.4%. 
 Virginia Tech, Boston College, and the University of Miami had a mean percent 
change of 2.1% after joining the ACC.  Both Boston College and Virginia Tech had an 
increase in winning percentages from pre- to post-expansion and the University of Miami 
had a decrease in football winning percentages (see Figure 12).   
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Figure 11.  Percent change in football winning percentages pre‐ and post‐expansion.  
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Figure 12.  Percent change in football winning percentages pre‐ and post‐expansion for institutions joining the 
ACC during the expansion. 
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Figure 13.  ACC non‐conference football winning percentage pre‐ and post‐expansion. 
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Winning Percentages in Men’s Basketball 
 Overall, men’s basketball had a positive percent change in winning percentages after 
the expansion of 2004.  The mean percent change of winning percentages for the nine pre-
expansion members of the ACC was 7.9% with a range of negative 13.8% for Wake Forest 
University and an increase of 65.9 % for UNC (see Figure 14).   
 The three institutions that joined the ACC during the expansion had a mean percent 
change for men’s basketball winning percentages of 12.1%.  Both Virginia Tech and Boston 
College had positive percent changes of 32.2% and 15.1% respectively while the University 
of Miami encountered a decrease of 11.1% as seen in Figure 15.   
 Looking solely at non-conference winning percentages, Figure 16 demonstrates that 
the ACC collectively had a positive percent change of 0.9% after the expansion.  The 
collective non-conference winning percentage of the ACC in men’s basketball increased 
from 76.8% pre-expansion to 77.5% post-expansion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 14. Percent change in men’s basketball winning percentages pre‐ and post‐expansion.
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Figure 15.  Percent change in men’s basketball winning percentages pre‐ and post‐expansion for institutions 
joining the ACC during the expansion. 
Figure 16.  ACC non‐conference football winning percentage pre‐ and post‐expansion.
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NCAA Men’s CBS Basketball Fund Units 
 Collectively, the ACC earned 40 units toward the CBS Basketball Fund pre-
expansion and 38 units post-expansion (see Figure 17).  Figure 18 illustrates that year-by-
year from 2001-02 through 2006-07 the conference earned 12, 9, 19, 15, 10, and 13 units 
respectively.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17.  CBS Basketball Fund total units earned by the ACC pre‐ and post‐expansion. 
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Figure 18.  CBS Basketball Fund units earned by the ACC per year.   
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Football Bowl Appearances by the ACC 
 Figure 19 illustrates that the percentage of ACC members attending a football bowl 
game has fluctuated through the years.  From 2001-02 through 2006-07 sixty-seven percent, 
78%, 67%, 55%, 67%, and 67 % of the ACC member institutions attended a football bowl 
game.  The lowest number of ACC teams to attend a bowl game in any given season has 
been six.  Six out of nine members attended a bowl game in 2001-02 and 2003-04.  Six out of 
11 members attended a bowl game in 2004-05 which was the lowest percentage for the ACC 
at 55%.  The final two years of analysis each had 8 out of 12 teams go to a bowl game for 
67% while the highest percentage of ACC teams to attend a bowl game was 78% in 2002-03 
when seven out of nine ACC teams went to a bowl game.   
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Figure 19.  Percent of ACC member institutions attending a football bowl game per year.
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U.S. Sports Academy Director’s Cup Total Points 
 For the nine pre-expansion ACC member institution’s Directors’ Cup total points pre- 
and post-expansion had a mean percent change of 14.31%.  The range of percent change was 
a decrease of 6.77% for Clemson University and an increase of 46.74% for Duke University.  
Figure 20 demonstrates that the only other negative percent change occurred for Maryland 
who recorded a percent change of negative 1.20%.   
 The three teams added to the ACC during the expansion had a mean percent change 
of 47.9% pre- to post-expansion.  Miami recorded the only negative percent change of 
negative 12.55% as depicted in Figure 21.  Boston College recorded a positive percent 
change of 36.17% while Virginia Tech had a percent change of 120.30%.  Virginia Tech 
earned 543 Directors’ Cup points pre-expansion (2001-04) and earned 1196.3 Directors’ Cup 
points post-expansion (2004-07). 
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Figure 20.  Percent change in U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup total points pre‐ and post expansion.
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Television Contracts 
 Television contracts for the ACC were renewed in 2005 just after the expansion and 
are set to be renegotiated in 2012.  The reported increase in the contract varied from my 
interviews.  A definite figure could not be divulged but the increase was reported to be in 
between 20-30%.   
 
 Please reference the Appendices for complete data in the each of the above 
categories.  
 
Figure 21.  Percent change in U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup total points pre‐ and post expansion for 
institutions joining the ACC during expansion 
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Motives Realized 
 Have any of the motives that prompted the expansion of the ACC as well as the goals 
that were identified been realized?  According to Swofford they have: “In terms of 
measurable kinds of things in every instance the arrow is up” (personal communication, 
December 10, 2007). 
 Three motives were identified (maintain position in college athletics, increase 
influence in NCAA, and competition) as well as four goals (to increase branding and identity, 
increase revenues, increase the value of the conference in the marketplace, and maintain the 
culture of the conference).  It is evident that the three motives for expansion were factors in 
creating the goals set for expansion.   
 Amy Yakola noted the effect of branding on the conference as well as the institutions, 
“I think that branding-wise we have seen a lot of different opportunity to leverage being 
12...we are much more diverse.  We’ve got many more schools that are academically solid – 
it’s just been an enhancement all together” (personal communication, December 10, 2007).  
As was stated earlier, the name the Atlantic Coast Conference was indicative of what the 
conference should embody.  After the expansion, McGlade states, “Now we are sort of really 
more indicative of what our name is.  We are true to it...from Boston to Miami we’ve sort of 
got that whole Atlantic coast now which is part of our name” (personal communication, 
December 10, 2007). 
 The community, tradition and culture of the conference has been maintained if not 
improved.  McGlade pointed out new initiatives that have occurred with the expansion to 
bring the institutions together academically, “...the brainchild out of expansion was the 
ACCIAC (ACC Inter-Institutional Academic Collaboration).  Basically, by expanding, we 
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are able to share information across our 12 campuses that we did not use to have the ability to 
do” (personal communication, December 10, 2007). 
 Yakola emphasized that the culture of the league is not always something that the 
public can fully experience:  
I think there is one other thing and this is an intangible that people outside of our 
league maybe, as far as fans, probably don’t get a chance to experience but the 
camaraderie of our schools, our athletic directors, faculty representatives, and 
administrators in general all really like each other...even though something might not 
fit for one school or another school but if it fits for the group, our schools are willing 
to do what’s right for everybody.  So to a certain extent I think that is a huge thing 
that has been met – that we’ve continued to all prosper and get along collectively 
because we share in everything we do.  (personal communication, December 10, 
2007) 
 
 Financially, the ACC has met its goal to maintain and improve revenue as well as 
revenue distributions to institutions.  Elliott is pleased with the results financially:  
Each year since expansion, we have been able to more than pay out what we had 
projected.  The revenue distribution to our schools would have been right on if we 
had stayed at nine members but each year we have been able to do more than that.  
(personal communication, December 11, 2007) 
 
Financially, the conference has been able to increase revenues not only from a football 
championship but as Elliot stated,  
For Virginia Tech football, they bring a significant number of fans to our visiting 
stadiums when they play.  There were some concerns about Miami and Boston 
College and Virginia Tech all in basketball but we’ve been pleasantly surprised.  
Virginia Tech has sold out for every conference game as well as Boston College has 
sold out for every conference game.  Miami has increased their attendance...” 
(personal communication, December 11, 2007).   
 
The presence of the ACC as well as competitive value of its brand has brought positive ticket 
revenues to the ACC which in turns increases the marketability of the conference.   
 A direct result of the expansion has been an increase in exposure and marketability.  
Swofford spoke to this effect: 
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[Expansion has resulted in]...an obvious expanded exposure for our league from a 
national standpoint.  Adding the new markets that we added in the northeast and 
south Florida have been significant in terms of the revenue generated and in terms of 
the growth of the interest level in the conference....So I don’t think there is any 
question that with the added geographic footprint we are stronger in the marketplace 
than we have ever been before. (personal communication, December 10, 2007)   
 
Swofford also commented that the marketability of the conference now with the automatic 
bid to the BCS Orange Bowl not only helps our league financially but also improves the 
perception of the league (personal communication, December 10, 2007).   
 Overall, the Atlantic Coast Conference is pleased with the expansion results.  
Swofford commented that:  
From an internal point of view within the league I don’t know of any goal that we 
have had with expansion that has not been met.  The expansion effects are still 
evident and will be evident for years to come.  (personal communication, December 
10, 2007) 
 
McGlade stated it well when she said, 
I think that there were big goals that just to compete we had to meet immediately and 
then I think we are in the process of making or retaining the long-range goals, which 
are goals that Commissioner Swofford clearly outlined in terms of the leadership of 
the conference...So those are certainly big-picture ongoing goals that I think we will 
continue to strive for annually but there were many big goals that we had to meet 
right away just so we could have a conference schedule. (personal communication, 
December 10, 2007) 
 CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
 
 The decision to expand the ACC was widely discussed in the media, receiving both 
positive and negative publicity at the time.  The purpose of this study was to determine what 
motivated this expansion and identify what the ACC leadership hoped to accomplish with the 
expansion.  Next, the performance and financials of the ACC before and after the expansion 
were compared with the identified factors to determine differences, and assess if any of the 
goals set by the ACC leadership were achieved or partially achieved.   
  Three major areas of interest identified in the individual interviews that motivated the 
ACC membership to initiate the expansion were:  1) the desire to maintain position in the 
changing environment of athletics while at the same time being proactive, 2) the influence of 
the ACC in the realm of collegiate athletics, and 3) competitive advantage.  These three 
motives prompted four goals that were also determined from interviews: 1) improving the 
branding and identity of the conference, 2) increasing the value of the conference in the 
marketplace, 3) at least maintaining with the desire to increase revenues, 4) and maintaining 
the culture amongst the member institutions.  All four goals identified by the ACC leadership 
correlate with the 10 goals Trail (2000) and Chelladurai (2000) articulated for intercollegiate 
athletics, which adds credibility to the goals of the ACC leadership.   
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Statistical Measures 
 Data was gathered to determine the difference between the ACC pre- and post- 
expansion in financial and performance areas.  Is there a difference pre- and post-expansion 
and will that difference (negative or positive) affect the conference?  Since the entire 
population of the ACC membership was studied, and the study analyzes actual reported 
values, any change from pre- to post-expansion is an important difference.   
 
Financial Measures 
 Kahn (2003) related the sports industry to a business structure and a vital ingredient 
of a business is financial stability.  Total revenues as well as total expenses produced by 
athletic departments are vital to the well-being of an institution athletically as well as to the 
conference to which it belongs.  Revenues are generated through several avenues such as 
television contracts, ticket sales, sponsorships and conference distributions.  The stability and 
financial parameters of the ACC were studied by seeking to answer the following questions: 
 
 Is there a difference in the ACC pre- and post-expansion in percent change of 
revenues of Olympic and Non-Olympic sports? 
 
 There was a positive percent change in both Olympic and Non-Olympic sport 
revenues pre- to post-expansion.  Non-Olympic sports are primarily known as revenue-
producing sports, whereas Olympic sports are mainly expense-producing sports.  All 
businesses have a goal of increasing revenues, and for an athletic conference the ability to 
predict those revenues is a crucial factor.  Olympic and Non-Olympic sport revenues are 
important because these are two main sources of revenues that are a result of an institution’s 
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on-field success, branding, and marketing.  The decision to expand a conference will affect 
all three areas and if the result is negative, then the decision to expand may need to be 
reconsidered.  For the ACC, expansion had a positive effect on revenues of Olympic and 
Non-Olympic sports. 
 
 Is there a difference in the ACC in percent change of expenses of Olympic and Non-
Olympic sport pre- and post-expansions? 
 
 Expenses for both Olympic and Non-Olympic sports increased from pre- to post-
expansion.  Expenses are not a category that any business wants to increase but as long as 
there is a profit, then a business is at least healthy.  Olympic and Non-Olympic sports face 
different challenges with expenses.  Olympic sports generally are sports that have several 
more competition dates than Non-Olympic sports, which not only increases operating costs 
but also increases the amount and degree of travel for each sport.  These are important 
considerations during expansion because if increasing membership results in an increase in 
scheduled events for each sport as well as additional travel, then expenses are guaranteed to 
increase.  In this case, expenses did increase for the ACC, and when compared with Olympic 
and Non-Olympic sport revenues it is determined that both pre- and post-expansion the ACC 
collectively reported a net loss in Olympic sports.   Due to the nature of Olympic sports this 
is not surprising nor is it surprising that the net loss post-expansion is around $50,000,000 
greater than the net loss pre-expansion.  Non-Olympic sports reported a collective net gain 
both pre- and post-expansion.  The single concern of this data would be that the net gain 
decreased from pre- to post-expansion by around $4,000,000.  This decrease is minor and 
would only be a concern if it continues or increases.  Expenses for the actual sport programs 
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are crucial for a conference to evaluate and predict.  If expenses will increase more heavily 
than revenues as a result of expansion, then the nature of the expansion and how it affects 
expenses is worth closer evaluation by administrators.   
 
 Is there a difference in the percent change of total revenues for the conference pre- 
and post-expansion? 
 
 The collective revenue for the ACC’s member institutions did have a positive percent 
change.  The total revenue takes into account not only revenue from Olympic and Non-
Olympic sports but also revenue from all other avenues including conference distributions.  
Collectively, ACC members were able to increase total revenues, which indicates that 
overall, the expansion allowed the conference to increase revenues. Naturally, since the ACC 
expansion included the addition of three new members it would be expected that revenues 
would increase.  In adding these three new teams expenses will also increase, so it will be 
important for administrators to evaluate whether the conference can maintain expenses in 
order to report a net profit.  The financial health of the conference overall will affect the 
identity of the ACC as well as the culture of its member institutions.  In addition the culture 
of the conference is affected by the status of individual institutions and their financial health. 
 
 Is there a difference in percent change of individual athletic department revenues for 
the nine pre-expansion members of the ACC pre- and post-expansion? 
 
 All nine pre-expansion institutions reported a positive percent change in total 
revenues post-expansion which supports the finding that collectively the ACC reported a 
positive percent change.  Two outliers in this group were Duke and Virginia who both had 
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percent changes greater than 80% while the remaining seven institutions recorded percent 
changes of 40% or less.  These two institutions may have had a revenue increase due to 
factors not experienced by the remaining institutions.  Regardless, the expansion of the ACC 
did not have a negative effect on total athletic department revenues which indicates that the 
ACC was able to maintain or increase conference distributions.  The ability to maintain these 
distributions and each school’s ability to increase revenue contributes to the overall quality of 
the conference as well as the cultural state of the conference.   
  
 Is there a difference in percent change of individual athletic department revenues for 
the three expansion teams pre- to post-expansion? 
 
 Miami, Virginia Tech and Boston College all reported a positive percent change in 
athletic department revenues.  In terms of the three institutions joining the ACC, revenues are 
an important parameter to consider because if these institutions had not had the capability to 
increase revenue, then their contribution both tangibly and intangibly to the conference 
would not beneficial.   When evaluating the decision to expand and considering member 
candidates, it is not only important to evaluate if they can fit into the culture, brand, identity, 
market, and competition of the conference but also, it is vital to consider financial aspects.  If 
the expansion teams cannot contribute financially, then the intangible benefits may be 
overshadowed.   
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 Is there a difference in the percent change of total expenses for the conference 
collectively? 
 
 Athletic department total expenses for the conference collectively increased almost 
100%.  An increase in expenses is not usually a desirable outcome but can be a result of 
several factors such as an increase in the typical cost of living expenses, financial spending 
changes within an athletic department, the addition of new sports, administrative changes, 
coaching changes, and numerous others.  The Fulks report states that in the 10 year span of 
1993-2002, total expenses for the ACC recorded a 155% percent change, which was the 
highest in Division I-A and higher than the Division I-A total of a 96% change in total 
expenses (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2004).  So in the past, the ACC has 
increased expenses more than other Division I-A institutions.  Further analyzing the situation 
it was determined that the ACC did report a collective net gain both pre- and post-expansion, 
but the actual net gain did decrease.  Net gain decreased pre- to post-expansion from around 
$81,000,000 to $57,000,000, reducing profit by around $24,000,000.  Overall, the ACC 
remains healthy but if this trend continues then further evaluation and action would be 
necessary to reduce expenses and increase revenues.   
 
 Is there a difference in percent change of individual athletic department expenses for 
the nine pre-expansion member of the ACC pre- and post-expansion? 
 
 Individually, each ACC pre-expansion member reported a positive percent change in 
total expenses.  Figure 9 depicts Duke University encountering a sizeable increase in 
expenses while the remaining institutions had a percent change of less than 100%.  Duke was 
also one of the two institutions that had a sizeable increase in total revenues.  After 
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calculating net gain/loss, it was evident that eight of the nine pre-expansion institutions were 
financially healthy (reported a net gain) prior to expansion, and all nine reported a net profit 
post-expansion.  Despite the increase in expenses, all nine institutions were able to generate a 
net profit which is essential for survival in a conference.  
  
 Is there a difference in percent changes of individual athletic department expenses for 
the three expansion teams pre- to post-expansion? 
 
 All three expansion institutions reported a net increase in expenses pre- to post-
expansion.  Boston College and Miami generated a net loss pre-expansion but were able to 
recover and report a net profit post-expansion.  The expansion institutions were not only able 
to increase their institutional financial stability, but were also able to contribute to the 
financial well-being of the conference collectively.   
 In the case of the ACC, expansion had a positive effect on financial parameters.  The 
positive effect on the financial parameters was very easily influenced by economic and 
institutional changes but the results do portray that expansion did not negatively affect the 
ACC.  Financial parameters are important for any conference to consider when evaluating the 
need to expand.  If a conference is not sound financially and unable to support its institutions, 
then the conference will not survive.   
   
Performance Measures 
 Kahn (2003) also suggested that in the business of sport, the competition amongst 
teams is the product sold which alludes to the necessity of competitive balance within a 
conference.  Performance success is noted by Won (2004) as a result of the relationship 
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between intangible and tangible resources.  He concluded that intangible resources such as 
identity increased tangible resources such as financial revenues, which heightened the 
likelihood of meeting performance goals.  By expanding, a conference should strive to 
understand the components of a conference and how they affect each other.  Performance 
criteria of the ACC in this study were depicted by on-court success.  
 
 Is there a difference in football and men’s basketball winning percentages for each 
pre-expansion ACC institution for each year analyzed? 
 
 Overall, the nine pre-expansion institutions had a mean percent change in football 
winning percentages of negative 9.5.  Winning percentages were broken down further to 
isolate non-conference winning percentages in order to attempt to better gauge improvement.  
Collectively, the ACC’s non-conference winning percentage in football also decreased 7.2% 
post-expansion.  Numerically this figure does not indicate positive results for the ACC, but a 
decrease in the non-conference winning percentage may be due to the stronger identity of the 
ACC’s football program enabling institutions to compete against a higher caliber of football 
programs.  In addition, if the ACC is playing a stronger non-conference schedule, then the 
value of ACC football in the market is increasing as well as the identity of the ACC.  This 
decrease may be a result of the expansion enabling the conference to increase its competitive 
ability in football.  Non-conference football success will be important for the ACC to 
monitor.  At this time it cannot be stated that the decrease in non-conference winning 
percentages is a result of the expansion.  If the percentages continue to decline, then the 
perceived level of ACC football as well as the championship game will be negatively 
impacted.     
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 Men’s basketball reported a positive percent change for three institutions and a 
negative percent change for six institutions.  It is important to note that no institution reported 
a negative percent change greater than 14%.  To better gauge results, non-conference 
basketball winning percentages were generated and the ACC collectively recorded a positive 
percent change post-expansion.  As with football, the competitive level of men’s basketball 
not only increased within the league but also outside the league.  Men’s basketball not only 
increases the identity and marketability of the conference but also is a significant avenue for 
exposing the nation to the ACC.  Basketball performance will also need to be monitored in 
the future.  With the ACC’s reputation as a basketball conference, a continual downturn in 
on-court success will negatively impact the conference and its institutions.     
 
 Is there a difference in football and men’s basketball winning percentages for each of 
the three ACC expansion institutions for each year analyzed? 
 
 The three expansion institutions collectively had a positive mean percent change in 
football winning percentages.  Boston College and Virginia Tech experienced gains that 
offset Miami’s negative percent change in football winning percentages.  These three 
institutions benefited the ACC in the area of football not only in identity but also in 
competitive nature.  Miami’s decrease in winning percentages for football may be due to 
several factors exterior to this study, but with the reputation Miami’s football program has 
earned, it is hoped that it will be able to regain its ability to compete.  Conference leadership 
will need to monitor the status of Miami in the future.  If Miami was added to the ACC to 
improve the competitive level within the league but continues to decline in performance, then 
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the brand of the conference could easily be affected as well as the conference not receiving 
any benefit from the addition of Miami to its membership.    
 The three expansion institutions entered the ACC ready to compete and two of the 
three (Virginia Tech and Boston College) reported a positive percent change in winning 
percentages, which considering this factor, the addition of these three institutions contributed 
to the decrease of men’s basketball winning percentages for the pre-expansion members but 
at the same time the level of competition in the conference increased.  Miami was the only 
expansion institution to experience a negative percent change.  Analyzing both football and 
men’s basketball winning percentage percent changes, it is evident that the move to the ACC 
may not be benefiting Miami on court.  It cannot be determined that this decrease in 
performance is due to the move to the ACC, but this will be an important variable for 
Miami’s athletic administrators to closely evaluate in the future if this trend continues.  ACC 
leadership will once again need to reevaluate Miami’s performance in the future.  With the 
declining performance in both football and basketball, Miami is a threat to negatively impact 
the ACC.   
 
 Is there a difference in NCAA CBS Basketball Fund Units earned by the ACC 
collectively for each year analyzed? 
 
 CBS Basketball Fund units earned by the conference did decrease pre-to post 
expansion by two units.  Breaking down into individual years, the CBS Fund units earned 
fluctuated from as low as nine units to as high as nineteen units.  It is interesting to note that 
the two highest years for CBS Fund Units earned were the year just prior to expansion and 
the year immediately post-expansion.   
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 CBS Basketball Fund units are crucial components of conference revenue 
distributions.  Depending on the status of a conference, this source of revenue is consistent in 
the fact that a conference can expect at least one unit per year but inconsistent in the fact that 
a conference cannot concretely predict the number of units it will actually earn.  The 
fluctuation of units earned for the ACC demonstrates this inconsistency.  It is notable that the 
second and third highest total units earned by the ACC have occurred two of the three years 
since expansion.  The increase of competition within the ACC may be benefiting teams in the 
NCAA tournament which will result in greater revenue and identity for the conference.  
 
 Is there a difference in the percentage of football bowl appearances by the ACC 
collectively for each year analyzed? 
 
 Increasing the level of competition within the conference has allowed the ACC to 
increase the number of institutions attending a football bowl game.  Percentage wise the 
ACC recorded its highest number in 2002-03 sending seven out of nine teams to a bowl 
game.  Analyzing the actual numbers depicts that in the second and third year post-expansion 
the ACC sent eight of 12 institutions to a bowl game.  The significance of the increase in the 
actual number of institutions competing in a bowl game is that each bowl game creates 
revenue for the conference to distribute to each institution.  Revenue is not the only result of 
a bowl game.  Exposure of each institution enhances the brand/identity of the ACC as well as 
creating new marketing avenues for the conference.  
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 Is there a difference in the U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup total points for each 
pre-expansion ACC institution for each year analyzed? 
 
 Only two pre-expansion ACC institutions had a decline in U.S. Sports Academy 
Directors’ Cup total points after the expansion.  Directors’ Cup points enhance the 
recognition of the institution as well as the conference, thus improving the brand of the ACC.   
Directors’ Cup points are also significant because they represent an overall picture of an 
institution’s performance – not just football and basketball – which enhances the competitive 
level of the conference as well as the culture of the conference.   
 
 Is there a difference in the U.S. Sports Academy Directors’ Cup total points for each 
ACC expansion institution for each year analyzed? 
 
 Miami was the only expansion institution to record a negative percent change which 
correlates with the decrease in football and men’s basketball winning percentages.  Virginia 
Tech increased total points from 543 to 1196.3 pre- to post-expansion.  The decision to join 
the ACC proved beneficial competitively for both Virginia Tech and Boston College’s 
collective sport teams.  The decline for Miami will be important for both institutional and 
conference administrators to evaluate further if the trend continues.   
 
 Is there a difference in the ACC’s television contracts pre- and post-expansion? 
 
 Television contracts did increase after the expansion.  The ACC leadership declined 
to divulge actual figures for the television contracts, but an increase of twenty to thirty 
percent was generally reported.   Television contracts enable the ACC to generate greater 
revenue, promote the conference’s brand/identity, and increase its value in the marketplace.  
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The attractiveness of a conference and its members is a vital component of conference 
membership and expansion.  The expansion has been beneficial for the ACC in the area of 
television contracts, but the contracts are due to be renegotiated in the coming years which 
may be a better gauge of how the expansion affected television contracts.   
 Overall, the change in each performance factor is significant to the ACC and any 
conference because it would not be wise for a conference to expand if there was a likelihood 
of a decrease in performance.  Performance leads to both tangible and intangible benefits that 
will promote the stability of any conference.  A conference’s member institution’s 
performance on the playing field is the front porch of a conference to its fan base.  If the front 
porch is not stable and attractive, then the conference will deteriorate.      
 
Motives and Goals  
 As was reported in Chapter IV, the ACC leadership feels that all of the goals set have 
either been met or are continuing to be reached.  Results of the statistical data analyzed 
assisted in determining whether there is a difference between the ACC pre- and post-
expansion.  Any difference was utilized in determining if the ACC has met any of the goals 
set by its leadership.   
 Status of the four main goals set by the ACC leadership – branding, revenue stability, 
marketplace positioning, and culture of the league –were measured according to the results of 
the data analysis.  Each of the performance and financial statistics were gathered that can 
relate to at least one of the four goals set by the ACC leadership.  The brand and identity of 
the ACC is difficult to measure statistically but branding is a result of several factors.  One of 
those is exposure which can be measured with winning percentages, bowl appearances, U.S. 
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Sports Academy Directors’ Cup points, as well as the extent of television contracts.  The 
exposure of the league enhances the branding of the ACC which can result from the 
performance of teams.  Winning percentages in football and basketball indicate the 
competitiveness of the league which can lead to national exposure through various media 
outlets.  When computing winning percentages, intra-conference competition is irrelevant 
because a win for one member institution is a loss for another member.  Therefore, within the 
ACC, if one institution had an increase in a winning percentage, then naturally another 
institution within the league would have to have a decrease in winning percentage.  For this 
reason, the non-conference winning percentages for both football and men’s basketball were 
computed.  Not only would these measures better indicate performance and strength of the 
league overall, but playing non-conference opponents also widens the exposure of the league.   
 Football non-conference winning percentage decreased from 64 percent prior to the 
expansion to 59.4 percent post expansion while men’s basketball had an increase from 76.8 
percent to 77.5 percent in non-conference winning percentage.  Football had a negative 
percent change of 7.2 and men’s basketball had a positive percent change of 0.9.  Even 
though football had a negative percent change in non-conference games, the institutions in 
the ACC are getting exposure by playing caliber teams that they may not have had the 
opportunity to compete against prior to the expansion.  Men’s basketball had a slight increase 
which indicates that not only are institutions gaining exposure, but they are also winning 
when they have that exposure which only enhances the identity of the conference.   
 Non-conference competition is not the only avenue for the conference to gain 
exposure.  Football bowl appearances not only bring in revenue to the conference but also 
increase the visibility of the institution as well as the conference.  Since 2001-02, the 
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percentage of bowl appearances by ACC institutions has fluctuated but the variance in ACC 
membership numbers also affects this statistic and can be misleading.  Even though the 
percentage of teams going to a bowl game has fluctuated, the actual number of teams has 
increased.  With the expansion, the ACC now sends eight teams to bowl games, which is a 
positive for many areas – including identity.   
 Overall, Directors’ Cup total points have increased for ACC institutions with only 
three of the twelve institutions recording a negative percent change pre- and post-expansion.  
Directors’ Cup total points are significant because they reflect the entire athletic department 
– not just football and basketball.  The identity of the ACC as a well-rounded conference is 
only enhanced by the overall increase in Directors’ Cup points.   
 Exposure is very much reliant on television contracts.  The expansion of the ACC did 
create a broader region of coverage for the actual institutions and, in turn, resulted in a 
broader footprint in the media.  The addition of Boston and Miami brought significant 
television markets which resulted in a twenty to thirty percent increase in contract value just 
after the expansion in 2005 (personal communication, Jeff Elliott).  Television contracts are 
due to be renegotiated again in 2012 with the hope of even greater increases.  The increase in 
the contract indicates an increase in coverage of ACC institutions, which leads to greater 
name recognition and branding.   
 Greater winning percentages, bowl appearances, and Directors’ Cup points all add 
leverage to the position of the ACC to increase television contracts which increases the 
exposure of the league.  The ACC leadership’s goal to improve the branding of the league is 
one that from performance and media results has been met but can continue to improve.  
Identity of the ACC has not only increased but also has broadened.  It is important for the 
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ACC as well as any administrator to realize the branding of a league is never fully 
accomplished and must be a continual process in order to maintain that branding/identity.     
 Leadership at the ACC set a goal to increase the value of the conference in the 
marketplace.  One year after the initial expansion in 2004, television contracts were 
renegotiated and the value increased.  A definite number could not be divulged by the ACC 
leadership, but they would comment that it increased twenty to thirty percent.  This increase 
indicates the value of the ACC in the eye of the media increased with the idea of the 
expansion.  Contracts will be renegotiated in 2012 which will more suitably indicated 
whether the value of the ACC has increased.   
 Also, the added exposure of the league through its expanded footprint as well as its 
exposure and success in non-conference competition will intangibly increase the value of the 
league in the market.  Even though the non-conference winning percentage for football has 
decreased after the expansion this could possibly be a result of the ACC membership 
expanding to compete against more competitive non-conference opponents.  Also, the 
expansion has benefited two of the three institutions added to the conference.  Both Boston 
College and Virginia Tech have had positive percent changes in both football and men’s 
basketball winning percentages.  A greater value in the marketplace results in an increase in 
revenues, sponsorships, and exposure for any conference. 
 The ACC leadership set a goal to at least maintain but hopefully increase the revenue 
payout to each institution.  Revenue payouts come from avenues such as the NCAA men’s 
basketball tournament CBS Fund as well as bowl appearances which both result in greater 
athletic department revenues for each institution.  CBS Fund units earned by the ACC 
fluctuated between nine and nineteen from 2001-2007.  The 2003-04 men’s basketball 
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NCAA tournament brought the ACC the highest number of units (19).  One factor in this 
high number is the fact that the ACC had two teams in the Final Four including Georgia Tech 
in the National Championship game.  The year after expansion (2004-05) the ACC earned its 
second highest total units (15) and also the University of North Carolina earned the National 
Championship title.  The significant factor about the payout from the CBS Fund is that the 
amount awarded for each unit earned increases each year as well as the fact that the earnings 
from any given year will be paid out to the ACC institutions over a six year rolling period.   
 Overall, the units earned pre- and post-expansion decreased from forty to thirty-eight 
units.  Even though there is a decrease, it is only a two unit decrease which could be offset by 
the fact that the payout amount increases each year.  Looking further into this issue without 
considering inflation, the ACC has increased its CBS Basketball Fund revenue despite a 
decrease in Fund Units.  The pre-expansion total for the ACC’s distribution from the Fund 
was $27,220,085 while the total post-expansion was $38,518,395.  If you break this down to 
individual institution payouts the post-expansion distribution is around $200,000 greater per 
institution than it was pre-expansion.  These numbers indicate that institutions are receiving 
greater revenues from the conference which was the goal from expansion. 
 Payouts from both bowl appearances and the CBS Basketball Fund contribute to the 
revenue generation of the conference collectively but also to individual institutions.  Each 
member institution receives a yearly payout from the ACC that is evenly distributed.  The 
source of this payout is partially attributed to the CBS Basketball Fund and bowl 
appearances.  With the increase of the number of ACC teams competing in a bowl game the 
payout to each school has increased.    
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 By increasing revenue distribution to individual institutions, the ACC would in turn 
contribute to the overall revenue generation by each athletic department.  Overall, the total 
revenues for each institution increased form pre- to post-expansion partially due to the 
increase in distributions by the conference.  Expenses for each institution also increased and 
to further evaluate the financial aspect the net profit was calculated pre- and post-expansion.  
Three institutions faced a deficit prior to expansion, but the expansion proved profitable as 
no institution reported a deficit post-expansion.  It is significant to note that two of the three 
institutions facing a deficit prior to expansion were expansion institutions (Boston College 
and Miami) so the movement into the ACC was definitely positive for each financially.  Not 
only did the ACC meet the leadership’s goal to maintain/increase revenue distribution, but 
this goal resulted in all ACC institutions reporting a profit in the post-expansion years 
combined.  Looking further it is important to note that even though all institutions reported a 
profit post-expansion, there were six of the twelve institutions that had a decrease in the 
quantity of their profit.  These institutions still remained healthy and in a positive situation, 
but it would be interesting to note where within the department these increases resonate.   
 As Davis Whitfield noted, the Olympic sports are affected by the expansion as they 
need to increase expenses to compete in a larger, more geographically diverse conference, 
while the Non-Olympic sports will be inclined to produce revenue.  Breaking down the 
Olympic and Non-Olympic sports data to determine profit or losses supports this statement.  
Prior to expansion seven of the nine pre-expansion ACC institutions suffered a loss in 
Olympic Sport financials.  Post-expansion, all nine institutions report a loss as well as the 
three institutions added during expansion.  On the contrary, the Non-Olympic sports did not 
have anyone reporting a loss prior to expansion but post expansion did have one institution to 
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report a loss in this area (University of Virginia).  Olympic sports possibly suffered a deficit 
due to several reasons, including an increase in travel, economic factors, and the lack of 
ability to charge admission to events.  Non-Olympic sports are known to produce revenue 
due to their presence in the media outlets, television contracts, and ticket sales which offsets 
the net loss of Olympic sport revenues.   
  Intangibly, the ACC reports that they have maintained the culture of the conference.  
It is difficult to measure culture by statistical results; however all of the financial and 
performance categories analyzed in this study affect the culture of the conference.  If 
institutions are not sound financially, are not competitive, or are not valued in the 
marketplace, then the goal of maintaining a positive culture would be very difficult.  As 
Yakola, Swofford, McGlade, Davis, Elliott, and Whitfield all stated there was not anything 
wrong with the culture of the conference prior to expansion.  A sound, positive, cohesive 
team of institutions was actually the culture of the ACC pre-expansion and the threat of 
upsetting that culture with the expansion was a concern of many institutions.  The fact that 
Swofford as well as the data reports that all areas are increasing, indicates that institutions are 
pleased and working together as a conference – not as individual entities.  Also, the positive 
results statistically demonstrate that the addition of the three expansion institutions has not 
upset the cohesiveness of the conference and the culture has been maintained and possibly 
improved.  The culture of a league is vital because it affects the performance, attitude, and 
stability of member institutions which is also reflected in the brand of the conference, the 
media attention received by the conference, and the on-field performance of the conference.  
The ACC membership followed Cunningham’s (2001) theory of isomorphism when it 
expanded.  The conference member institutions realized the importance of culture and as 
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Cunningham demonstrated, a result of isomorphism is a group of individual entities (e.g., 
member institutions) with similar goals and characteristics that will allow the ACC to reach 
its goals as a conference.  
 
Recommendations for Further Study 
 The expansion of the ACC is a topic with endless areas for further research.  This 
study sought to identify motives and examine differences pre-and post-expansion to 
determine if any goals set by the conference had been met.  Since only three years have 
passed since the expansion, it would be beneficial to repeat this study after a longer period of 
time has occurred for additional effects to be noticed.  With only three years passing since 
the expansion, the effects that have been determined are immediate effects.  It would be 
important to examine the expansion after more time has passed to determine long-term 
effects. 
 The majority of this study examined the ACC collectively as a conference.  Individual 
institutions could be further analyzed as well as an even more narrow analysis of the three 
expansion institutions.  Not only does the expansion affect the conference collectively, but 
there may be significant effects for individual institutions.   
 Intangible results of the expansion are also important in the study of a conference.  
Public perception of the ACC would be beneficial to determine the branding and identity of 
the conference.  Also, the perception of member institutions would be useful in determining 
the post-expansion culture and whether the ACC culture was maintained.   
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Conclusions 
 Conference expansions are a detailed and complicated process that should be 
approached with great preparation.  As the ACC leadership emphasized, this process took 
many years for the conference members to even decide if expansion was necessary and if it 
would be beneficial.  Financial forecasts, discussions, site visits, and detailed analysis all 
factored into the ACC member’s decision.    The process of the ACC in expanding 
demonstrates the need to be proactive in athletics but also demonstrates to current and future 
administrators that expansion for a conference is not a small task and should not be taken 
lightly.  Results for the ACC were positive, but if the ACC membership had not put the effort 
and care into the process then results could have been drastically different.  
 There were differences for the ACC pre- and post-expansion in both financial and 
performance areas.  At first glance a few factors decreased but when delving further into 
these factors, such as winning percentages and CBS fund units, it became evident that the 
ACC did improve in these areas pre- to post-expansion.  Expansion for the ACC resulted in 
positive increases financially and in some areas of performance due to the planning and 
research done beforehand.  
 The goals set by the ACC leadership prior to expansion were, as the leadership 
predicted, met.  Value in the marketplace has increased, revenues increased, branding and 
identity increased, and the culture of the league has been maintained.  Each of these has 
increased but they are also goals that are never completely reached.  Meeting these goals 
must be an ongoing process, and the ACC must continually strive to increase each area.  
Administrators in any conference must realize that change is inevitable and as goals are set, 
they must be active in continuing to reach them.   
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 As Swofford emphasized, the ACC membership and leadership felt the need to be 
proactive.  Being proactive is a necessity for any conference as change is inevitable.  The 
ACC membership and leadership felt that one reason to expand and be proactive was to 
prevent themselves from not having as much choice of how to expand, when to expand, or 
who to invite into the conference.  The ability to take the time to research, evaluate, and 
intelligently choose institutions to add to the ACC contributed to the success of the 
expansion.  If the ACC membership had decided to expand as a reaction, then the likelihood 
of success would decrease.  Overall, expansion was a positive decision for the ACC that 
resulted in benefits both financially and in the area of performance that contributed to the 
conference reaching its goals. 
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Table 1 
Institutional Athletic Department Total Revenues 
Institution 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Clemson $35,162,039 $37,609,220 $40,835,150 $40,000,377 $46,175,454 $55,741,548
Duke $16,073,590 $18,946,280 $38,988,933 $42,156,105 $50,506,485 $47,507,169
FL State $32,529,988 $35,485,384 $36,009,213 $39,004,452 $40,851,031 $42,165,415
Georgia 
Tech $30,567,357 $35,142,650 $39,674,362 $38,823,368 $44,371,871 $49,581,182
Maryland $34,650,662 $35,472,899 $40,472,162 $46,283,648 $48,511,740 $52,524,569
NC State $19,066,332 $28,551,721 $32,382,028 $31,390,192 $39,007,082 $42,634,590
UNC $30,793,235 $41,495,154 $43,885,075 $49,095,212 $54,100,487 $58,188,501
Virginia $35,067,418 $36,980,116 $42,465,400 $62,316,665 $92,655,581 $64,852,417
Wake 
Forest $23,967,121 $26,527,858 $29,560,866 $31,633,529 $34,531,656 $36,827,089
Boston 
College $32,137,495 $34,675,046 $35,663,942 $36,819,540 $53,191,260 $57,392,077
Miami $22,697,731 $26,639,075 $47,470,707 $39,755,862 $41,612,310 $49,219,738
Virginia 
Tech $26,907,174 $24,022,699 $38,900,607 $45,675,485 $48,543,003 $65,487,381
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Table 2 
Institutional Total Revenues 
Institution Pre Post 
Percent 
Change 
ACC Pre-Expansion Institutions 
Clemson $113,606,409 $141,917,379 24.9% 
Duke $74,008,803 $140,169,759 89.4% 
FL State $104,024,585 $122,020,898 17.3% 
Georgia Tech $105,384,369 $132,776,421 26.0% 
Maryland $110,595,723 $147,319,957 33.2% 
NC State $80,000,081 $113,031,864 41.3% 
UNC $116,173,464 $161,384,200 38.9% 
Virginia $114,512,934 $219,824,663 92.0% 
Wake Forest $80,055,845 $102,992,274 28.7% 
Mean 43.5% 
Expansion Institutions 
Boston 
College $102,476,483 $147,402,877 43.8% 
Miami $96,807,513 $130,587,910 34.9% 
Virginia Tech $89,830,480 $159,705,869 77.8% 
Mean 52.2% 
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Table 3 
Institutional Olympic Sport Revenues 
Institution 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Clemson $2,792,072 $2,509,009 $2,914,811 $3,569,239 $4,070,953 $4,531,026 
Duke $386,992 $88,191 $290,236 $404,221 $529,424 $595,272 
FL State $1,269,949 $1,153,890 $980,129 $1,769,434 $1,604,070 $6,362,768 
Georgia 
Tech $2,936,665 $2,897,589 $2,806,912 $2,792,185 $3,123,458 $3,521,524 
Maryland $727,601 $108,691 $204,229 $142,896 $172,281 $5,685,873 
NC State $80,000 $40,000 $41,500 $78,446 $2,885,607 $3,156,140 
UNC $4,621,413 $4,445,930 $5,000,464 $5,039,896 $5,550,351 $5,774,525 
Virginia $979,763 $1,013,800 $1,443,518 $1,811,451 $1,715,641 $2,166,842 
Wake 
Forest $200,226 $164,144 $81,000 $122,336 $87,621 $90,099 
Boston 
College $8,701,872 $1,445,901 $2,406,786 $8,636,188 $12,298,296 $13,547,640
Miami $1,288,453 $979,110 $4,424,359 $1,145,419 $1,105,895 $5,261,023 
Virginia 
Tech $1,045,932 $336,022 $2,910,731 $3,027,544 $4,333,625 $3,954,681 
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Table 4 
Institutional Non-Olympic Sport Revenues 
Institution 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Clemson $26,379,567 $28,368,967 $30,105,220 $27,321,329 $30,881,893 $39,424,338
Duke $15,686,598 $18,384,198 $19,001,465 $20,121,730 $21,227,584 $22,986,170
FL State $21,245,864 $25,092,069 $25,150,392 $25,078,388 $27,436,268 $19,430,618
Georgia 
Tech 
$18,115,707 $19,529,533 $20,429,532 $17,123,030 $13,431,585 $34,118,217
Maryland $18,563,419 $19,600,255 $19,567,659 $19,648,034 $23,994,378 $22,873,978
NC State $18,986,332 $19,219,166 $13,004,250 $26,086,261 $26,923,373 $29,171,370
UNC $26,171,822 $27,642,631 $28,614,884 $32,349,399 $35,148,201 $35,932,253
Virginia $19,336,803 $20,193,690 $21,586,111 $25,314,523 $31,234,516 $19,757,400
Wake 
Forest $13,351,466 $14,948,546 $15,518,837 $15,908,560 $16,781,658 $17,223,275
Boston 
College 
$16,577,475 $16,051,918 $17,416,103 $16,785,938 $23,695,603 $25,354,898
Miami $21,409,278 $25,414,618 $28,045,433 $21,891,432 $21,649,586 $28,472,425
Virginia 
Tech 
$14,752,292 $21,389,464 $26,493,417 $31,055,899 $32,953,889 $49,521,064
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Table 5 
Institutional Total Athletic Department Expenses 
Institution 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Clemson $32,324,285 $19,974,186 $39,626,704 $39,532,199 $46,175,454 $48,153,873
Duke $20,661,405 $14,332,570 $17,290,499 $39,840,367 $49,802,046 $47,391,264
FL State $28,168,004 $30,996,260 $33,512,430 $35,885,796 $37,982,648 $39,945,277
Georgia 
Tech $31,392,170 $35,104,416 $40,359,027 $37,371,282 $43,317,298 $49,169,816
Maryland $34,650,662 $35,472,899 $40,472,148 $46,283,648 $48,511,740 $52,524,543
NC State $10,752,476 $26,879,735 $32,115,672 $31,140,316 $39,007,082 $41,514,272
UNC $21,223,716 $38,673,204 $43,658,735 $48,707,428 $53,753,891 $58,188,501
Virginia $34,437,275 $36,551,149 $41,790,858 $57,409,623 $92,655,581 $64,852,417
Wake 
Forest $23,648,812 $26,058,946 $27,316,065 $28,837,954 $33,709,548 $36,559,084
Boston 
College 
$32,931,498 $34,810,052 $36,748,711 $36,819,540 $51,766,104 $56,116,409
Miami $24,109,259 $26,612,098 $47,470,707 $39,671,402 $41,612,310 $49,219,738
Virginia 
Tech $25,423,220 $20,277,515 $35,835,924 $37,410,129 $45,196,501 $55,949,171
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Table 6 
Institutional Total Expenses 
Institution Pre Post 
Percent 
Change 
ACC Pre-Expansion Institutions 
Clemson $91,925,175 $133,861,526 45.6% 
Duke $52,284,474 $137,033,677 162.1% 
FL State $92,676,694 $113,813,721 22.8% 
Georgia Tech $106,855,613 $129,858,396 21.5% 
Maryland $110,595,709 $147,319,931 33.2% 
NC State $69,747,883 $111,661,670 60.1% 
UNC $103,555,655 $160,649,820 55.1% 
Virginia $112,779,282 $214,917,621 90.6% 
Wake Forest $77,023,823 $99,106,586 28.7% 
Mean 57.7% 
Expansion Institutions 
Boston College $104,490,261 $144,702,053 38.5% 
Miami $98,192,064 $130,503,450 32.9% 
Virginia Tech $81,536,659 $138,555,801 69.9% 
Mean 47.1% 
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 Table 7 
Institutional Olympic Sport Expenses 
Institution 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Clemson $11,926,898 $6,159,969 $7,108,721 $7,811,466 $8,719,688 $9,535,296 
Duke $11,021,781 $3,586,209 $3,816,419 $9,935,303 $11,080,282 $11,458,382
FL State $9,970,574 $6,791,195 $7,431,089 $8,702,258 $8,473,402 $11,609,673
Georgia 
Tech $7,551,269 $5,301,918 $6,130,360 $6,342,683 $6,915,663 $7,255,467 
Maryland $11,276,738 $7,864,104 $8,944,333 $9,837,439 $11,330,914 $12,278,421
NC State $6,459,106 $5,931,051 $4,198,387 $4,682,336 $7,660,792 $8,026,090 
UNC $12,643,421 $7,656,305 $8,483,260 $9,031,302 $10,414,598 $11,338,307
Virginia $12,097,938 $8,325,259 $10,301,031 $11,696,845 $13,502,545 $15,288,493
Wake 
Forest $9,007,923 $6,030,468 $6,490,211 $6,923,785 $7,372,128 $7,846,570 
Boston 
College $13,377,711 $13,377,711 $8,842,748 $8,708,520 $12,298,296 $13,547,640
Miami $15,281,208 $7,674,423 $8,436,346 $7,875,249 $10,493,306 $10,144,574
Virginia 
Tech $11,625,161 $5,138,401 $6,309,202 $6,799,816 $10,032,676 $8,452,255 
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 Table 8 
Institutional Non-Olympic Sport 
Expenses     
Institution 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Clemson $7,203,363 $12,438,326 $15,170,155 $13,956,803 $18,612,077 $17,740,856
Duke $9,639,624 $9,009,270 $9,827,221 $16,715,476 $21,003,547 $21,382,656
FL State $8,020,838 $11,192,175 $11,770,981 $12,069,209 $14,214,586 $13,182,878
Georgia 
Tech $6,089,364 $7,799,858 $10,231,670 $8,783,051 $12,836,479 $12,755,709
Maryland $9,027,014 $11,377,808 $12,264,026 $12,766,714 $13,710,443 $15,136,850
NC State $4,293,370 $8,742,567 $7,398,967 $7,596,036 $12,411,929 $11,020,169
UNC $8,580,295 $12,745,892 $12,856,603 $15,377,071 $16,864,771 $22,843,315
Virginia $9,425,548 $14,193,765 $14,006,513 $25,856,059 $41,041,052 $25,620,629
Wake 
Forest $7,241,166 $10,912,278 $11,120,665 $11,367,714 $13,674,718 $16,027,020
Boston 
College $10,155,088 $13,200,052 $14,552,389 $13,596,903 $22,270,447 $24,079,231
Miami $8,828,051 $16,945,282 $17,808,854 $13,568,269 $22,565,648 $25,401,038
Virginia 
Tech $6,216,799 $13,179,224 $16,084,109 $16,460,451 $22,517,485 $32,352,253
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Table 9 
Collective Institutional Total Revenue for the ACC 
Conference Pre Post 
Percent 
Change 
Total Revenues 
ACC $898,362,213.00 $1,682,314,531.00 87.3% 
Total Olympic Revenues 
ACC $40,178,724.00 $112,027,702.00 178.8% 
Total Non-Olympic Revenues 
ACC $563,794,983.00 $911,523,125.00 61.7% 
Table 10 
Collective Institutional Total Expenses for the ACC 
Conference Pre Post 
Percent 
Change 
Total Expenses 
ACC $817,444,308.00 $1,625,164,712.00 98.8% 
Total Olympic Expenses 
ACC $212,505,937.00 $334,713,940.00 57.5% 
Total Non-Olympic Expenses 
ACC $272,579,322.00 $623,782,639.00 128.8% 
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Table 11 
Net Gain/Loss 
Total Athletic Department Olympic Sports Non-Olympic Sports 
Institution Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
ACC Pre-Expansion Institution 
Clemson $21,681,234 $8,055,853 ($16,979,696) ($13,895,232) $50,041,910 $47,317,824 
Duke $21,724,329 $3,136,082 ($17,658,990) ($30,945,050) $24,596,146 $5,233,805 
FL State $11,347,891 $8,207,177 $47,295,467 ($19,049,061) $40,504,331 $32,478,601 
Georgia 
Tech ($1,471,244) $2,918,025  $39,091,225 ($11,076,646)  $33,953,880 $30,297,593 
Maryland $14 $26 ($27,044,654) ($27,445,724) $25,062,485 $24,902,383 
NC State $10,252,198 $1,370,194 ($16,427,044) ($14,249,025) $30,774,844 $51,152,870 
UNC $12,617,809 $734,380 ($14,715,179) ($14,419,435) $48,246,547 $48,344,696 
Virginia $1,733,652 $4,907,042 ($27,287,147) ($34,793,949) $23,490,778 ($16,211,301)
Wake 
Forest $3,032,022 $3,885,688  ($21,083,232) ($21,842,427)  $14,544,740 $8,844,041 
Expansion Institution 
Boston 
College ($2,013,778) $2,700,824  ($23,043,611) ($72,332)  $12,137,967 $5,889,858 
Miami ($1,384,551) $84,460 ($24,700,055) ($21,000,792) $31,287,142 $10,478,488 
Virginia Tech $8,293,821 $21,150,068 ($18,780,079) ($13,968,897) $27,155,041 $42,200,663 
Conference Collectively 
ACC $80,917,905 $57,149,819 ($172,327,213) ($222,686,328) $291,794,983 $287,523,125 
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APPENDIX B 
PERFORMANCE DATA 
Table 12 
Football Yearly Winning Percentages Pre-Expansion 
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 
Institution W L 
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage
ACC Pre-Expansion Institution 
Clemson 6 5 54.5% 7 6 53.8% 8 4 66.7% 
Duke 0 11 0.0% 2 10 16.7% 4 8 33.3% 
FL State 7 4 63.6% 9 5 64.3% 10 2 83.3% 
Georgia Tech 7 5 58.3% 7 6 53.8% 6 6 50.0% 
Maryland 10 1 90.9% 11 3 78.6% 9 3 75.0% 
NC State 7 4 63.6% 11 3 78.6% 7 5 58.3% 
UNC 7 5 58.3% 3 9 25.0% 2 10 16.7% 
Virginia 5 7 41.7% 9 5 64.3% 7 5 58.3% 
Wake Forest 6 5 54.5% 7 6 53.8% 5 7 41.7% 
Expansion Institution 
Boston 
College 7 4 63.6%  9 4 69.2% 8 5 61.5% 
Miami 11 0 100.0% 12 1 92.3% 11 2 84.6% 
Virginia Tech 8 3 72.7% 10 4 71.4% 8 5 61.5% 
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Table 13 
Football Yearly Winning Percentages Post-Expansion 
2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
       
Institution W L
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage
ACC Pre-Expansion Institution 
Clemson 6 5 54.5% 8 4 66.7% 8 5 61.5% 
Duke 2 9 18.2% 1 10 9.1% 0 12 0.0% 
FL State 9 3 75.0% 8 5 61.5% 7 6 53.8% 
Georgia Tech 7 5 58.3% 7 5 58.3% 9 5 64.3% 
Maryland 5 6 45.5% 5 6 45.5% 9 4 69.2% 
NC State 5 6 45.5% 7 5 58.3% 3 9 25.0% 
UNC 6 6 50.0% 5 6 45.5% 3 9 25.0% 
Virginia 8 4 66.7% 7 5 58.3% 5 7 41.7% 
Wake Forest 4 7 36.4% 4 7 36.4% 11 3 78.6% 
Expansion Institution 
Boston 
College 9 3 75.0%  9 3 75.0% 10 3 76.9% 
Miami 9 3 75.0% 9 3 75.0% 7 6 53.8% 
Virginia Tech 10 3 76.9% 11 2 84.6% 10 3 76.9% 
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Table 14 
Football Winning Percentages 
Record 
Pre Post 
Winning 
Percentage 
Institution W L W L Pre Post 
Percent 
Change 
ACC Pre-Expansion Institution 
Clemson 21 15 22 14 58.3% 61.1% 4.8% 
Duke 6 29 3 31 17.1% 8.8% -48.5% 
FL State 26 11 24 14 70.3% 63.2% -10.1% 
Georgia Tech 20 17 23 15 54.1% 60.5% 12.0% 
Maryland 30 7 19 16 81.1% 54.3% -33.0% 
NC State 25 12 15 20 67.6% 42.9% -36.6% 
UNC 12 24 14 21 33.3% 40.0% 20.0% 
Virginia 21 17 20 16 55.3% 55.6% 0.5% 
Wake Forest 18 18 19 17 50.0% 52.8% 5.6% 
Mean Percent 
Change -9.5% 
Expansion Institution 
Boston College 24 13 28 9 64.9% 75.7% 16.7% 
Miami 34 3 25 12 91.9% 67.6% -26.5% 
Virginia Tech 26 12 31 8 68.4% 79.5% 16.2% 
Mean Percent Change 2.1% 
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Table 15 
Football Non-Conference Winning Percentages 
Pre Post 
Conference W L 
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage 
Percent 
Change
ACC 80 45 64.0 107 73 59.4 -7.2% 
 
Table 16 
Men's Basketball Yearly Winning Percentages Pre-Expansion 
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 
        
Institution W L 
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage 
ACC Pre-Expansion Institutions 
Clemson 13 17 43.3% 15 13 53.6% 10 18 35.7% 
Duke 31 4 88.6% 26 7 78.8% 31 6 83.8% 
FL State 12 17 41.4% 14 15 48.3% 19 14 57.6% 
Georgia Tech 15 16 48.4% 16 15 51.6% 28 10 73.7% 
Maryland 32 4 88.9% 21 10 67.7% 20 12 62.5% 
NC State 23 11 67.6% 18 13 58.1% 21 10 67.7% 
UNC 8 20 28.6% 19 16 54.3% 19 11 63.3% 
Virginia 17 12 58.6% 16 16 50.0% 18 13 58.1% 
Wake Forest 21 13 61.8% 25 6 80.6% 21 10 67.7% 
Expansion Institution 
Boston 
College 20 12 62.5%  19 12 61.3%  24 10 70.6% 
Miami 24 8 75.0% 11 17 39.3% 14 16 46.7% 
Virginia 
Tech 10 18 35.7%  11 18 37.9%  15 14 51.7% 
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Table 17 
 
Men's Basketball Yearly Winning Percentages Post-Expansion 
2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
            
Institution W L 
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage
ACC Pre-Expansion Institutions 
Clemson 16 16 50.0% 19 13 59.4% 25 11 69.4% 
Duke 27 6 81.8% 32 4 88.9% 22 11 66.7% 
FL State 12 19 38.7% 20 10 66.7% 22 13 62.9% 
Georgia 
Tech 20 12 62.5%  11 17 39.3% 20 12 62.5% 
Maryland 19 13 59.4% 19 13 59.4% 25 9 73.5% 
NC State 21 14 60.0% 22 10 68.8% 20 16 55.6% 
UNC 33 4 89.2% 23 8 74.2% 31 7 81.6% 
Virginia 14 15 48.3% 15 15 50.0% 21 11 65.6% 
Wake 
Forest 27 6 81.8%  17 17 50.0% 15 16 48.4% 
Expansion Institution 
Boston 
College 25 5 83.3%  28 8 77.8% 21 12 63.6% 
Miami 16 13 55.2% 18 16 52.9% 12 20 37.5% 
Virginia 
Tech 16 14 53.3%  14 16 46.7% 22 12 64.7% 
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Table 18 
Men's Basketball Winning 
Percentages 
Record 
Pre Post 
Winning 
Percentage 
Institution W L W L Pre Post 
Percent 
Change 
ACC Pre-Expansion Institution 
Clemson 38 48 60 40 44.20 60.00 35.7% 
Duke 88 17 81 21 83.80 79.40 -5.3% 
FL State 45 46 54 42 49.50 56.30 13.7% 
Georgia Tech 59 41 51 41 59.00 55.40 -6.1% 
Maryland 73 26 63 35 73.70 64.30 -12.8% 
NC State 62 34 63 40 64.60 61.20 -5.3% 
UNC 46 47 87 19 49.50 82.10 65.9% 
Virginia 51 41 50 41 55.40 54.90 -0.9% 
Wake Forest 67 29 59 39 69.80 60.20 -13.8% 
Mean Percent Change 7.9% 
Expansion Institution 
Boston College 63 34 74 25 64.9% 74.7% 15.1% 
Miami 49 41 46 49 54.4% 48.4% -11.1% 
Virginia Tech 36 50 52 42 41.9% 55.3% 32.2% 
Mean Percent Change 12.1% 
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Table 19 
Men's Basketball Non-Conference Winning Percentages 
Pre Post 
Conference W L 
Winning 
Percentage W L 
Winning 
Percentage 
Percent 
Change
ACC 288 87 76.8 399 116 77.5 0.9% 
 
 
Table 20 
CBS Basketball Fund Yearly Units Earned 
Conference 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 
2005-
06 2006-07 
ACC 12 9 19 15 10 13 
Table 21 
Collective CBS Basketball Fund 
Total Units 
Conference Pre Post 
ACC 40 38 
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Table 22 
Football Bowl 
Appearances 
Conference 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
ACC Member Bowl         
Appearances 6 7 6 6 8 8 
ACC Total Membership 9 9 9 11 12 12 
Percentage of Appearances 66.67% 77.78% 66.67% 54.55% 66.67% 66.67% 
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Table 23 
Institutional U.S. Sports Academy Directors' Cup Yearly Total 
Points   
Institution 
2001-
02 
2002-
03 
2003-
04 
2004-
05 
2005-
06 
2006-
07 
ACC Pre-Expansion Institutions 
Clemson 630.5 404.5 454 383.5 477.25 527.5 
Duke 600 643 706.5 1021.25 851.25 988.25 
FL State 468.5 481 623 530 713 924.25 
Georgia Tech 363 372.25 560.5 526 373 467.5 
Maryland 423.5 620.5 599 554.5 560.25 508.5 
NC State 407 457 471.5 386.5 504.5 487.5 
UNC 1065.5 933.5 925 940.5 952.75 1161.33
Virginia 626.5 690 577 808.5 586 945 
Wake Forest 443 526.5 450.5 496.5 435 708.5 
Expansion Institutions 
Boston College 241.5 282 252 350 351 355 
Miami 474.5 485 390.75 394.5 438.25 348 
Virginia Tech 168 157 218 331.5 430.75 434 
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Table 24 
Institutional U.S. Sports Academy Directors' Cup 
Total Points 
Institution Pre Post 
Percent 
Change 
ACC Pre-Expansion Institutions 
Clemson 1489 1388.25 -6.77% 
Duke 1949.5 2860.75 46.74% 
FL State 1572.5 2167.25 37.82% 
Georgia Tech 1295.75 1366.5 5.46% 
Maryland 1643 1623.25 -1.20% 
NC State 1335.5 1378.5 3.22% 
UNC 2924 3054.58 4.47% 
Virginia 1893.5 2339.5 23.55% 
Wake Forest 1420 1640 15.49% 
Mean % Change     14.31% 
Expansion Institutions 
Boston College 775.5 1056 36.17% 
Miami 1350.25 1180.75 -12.55% 
Virginia Tech 543 1196.25 120.30%
Mean % Change     47.97% 
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